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Ahstract

In a mobile wireless environment, mobile nodes often form an albitrary and dynamically

changing netvr'ork topology. In some mobile networks, such as ad hoc, multicast is often

used to support datâ distribution to many receivers by multihop infrastructureless

communication. There have been many algorithms and protocols developed for multicast

routing in general but so far there is no simple standa¡:d approach for deciding which

muìticast algorithrn is the best for a network with changing topologies. It is difficult to

establish this standald since these algor'ìthms work in different ways. For this reason, we

focus on the maìn feature that multicast algorithms have in common, which is the

capability to deal with a dynamic network.

A dynamic netwolk can be characterized by its changing topology. In order to study the

effect of changing topology on the ability to maintain cornmunication between mobile

nodes, we deveÌop a nethod to assess properly any multicast algolithms based on two

new pararneters. The two proposed metrics are the average number of arcs per node and

the radius of the network topology. Each arc represents ditect reachability between any

pair of nodes. The fadius of the network topology is important to measure the movement

of nodes within time unit. We present a new approach for using these two parameters to

Íeprcsent netwolk cornplexity in a simple way. These parameters are used as direct

variables input in assessing multicast algorithms.

What we ale investigating is how to use our proposed metrics to measure and see if the

ar.rangement of the nodes in the network affects the algorithm performance. We set up an

experiment that can be used to measure the quality of the existing, and even the future,

r¡ulticast routing algorithns. The expeliment involves the movement of the nodes so that

any algolithm can be tested to analyze its robustness towalds different topologies. Our

contr.ibution is a new approach for assessing the multicast performance in a networ-k by

exploring the characteristics of the network itself. The result is a tool that is very useful to

decide whether any nulticast algorithm is good enough to be applied in mobile wi¡eless

networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

l.l Description

In mobile wireless networks, mobile nodes interâct with each othel. The mobile nodes

may represent users, servels, and routers. These mobile nodes form an ar-bitrary and

dynarnically changing topology of a network because it cannot be predicted when and

where the nodes are going to move, how they will move, or why they move.

Alternatively, they might not move but sûlply stay dormant. The delivery of information

between those nodes has to adjust to ever changing conditions. They must maintain

interaction and communication during each session to minimize information loss. Since

high mobility is a characteristic of these nodes, how to maintain communìcatìon between

these nodes can be a problem.

Multicast is a method of sendirg a message fi'om a sìngle source to multiple destinations

in one opelation. There are three primary methods of implementing multicast that differ

in the processes happening at the source. The first method is to broadcast the message to

all nodes in the networks even when some are not intended destinations (Figurc 1.1(a));

hence, multicast is a subset of broadcasi. The second method involves the source

duplicating the message in as many copies as the number of destinations, and have each

copy of the message sent to each destination in one operation (Figure 1.1(b)). This
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method makes use of multiple poirlt-to-point unicast transport connections. These two

methods use a large amount of bandwidth resources only to send unnecessary copies of

the message. The lâst method is the pure multicast, which is the sending of only one

messâge in a single operation and have it duplicated where it is necessary (Figure 1.1(c)).

This method uses network bandwidth more efficiently since thete is only one message (or

a copy of it) raversirlg the link, which means that it reduces the number of messages that

are thrown into the network. However, pure tnulticast needs considerable explicit

rnulticast support at some points, spec.ifically at the routers that have multiple outgoing

links, so that one (copy of) message is dupÌicated as the number of outgoing links to

leach the rlestinatìons.

T4
1\ -<\ ^\UE U9 U(9

Note:

Q sou.""

@ Receiver

Q Nod" thut
receives data

- 
Data link(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. 1 : Thlee methods of implementing multicast. (a) Broadcast. (b) Multiple unicast.

(c) Pure multicast.

What really distingu.ishcs multicast in a dynamic network fron multicast in a static

network is that the network is now scattered with mobile nodes. Not only does the

location of each mobile node change dynamically within a multicast group, but also the

numbe¡ of the member nodes in the multicast gloup changes as the cun'ent member nodes
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decide to leave the multicast group or other non-member nodes want to join the group.

With multicast, only some mobile nodes that are intended to be the source and the

receivers ale glouped together. These mobile nodes are joined in a tree or in a uresh

topology. Each of these topologies has its own advantages and disadvantages. Either

apptoach is well suited for mobile wireless networks because they can handle the rapid

changes of the netwolks. The problem, however, is to select the type of multicast

approach that could improve data delivery over wireless networks by utilizing the

available network resou[ces. In addition, it is important to understand how mobility in

wireless networks impacts the chosen multicast algorithm.

Multicast in dynan-ric networks should deal with obvious problems such as an unexpected

disconnectivity even if it occurs only in a short duration of time. Continuous

communication is required so that there is no delay or loss of infolmation, which is

crucial in mobile wireless communication. Therefore, two special chatacteristics of

multicast in dynamic netwolks that are not rcquired in static networks are: i) an ability to

detect nodes that ale not lesponding because they are out of range and ii) an ability to

update multicast routes any time a change in topology is detected. This leads to an

important issue of how multicast algolithms operate when mobile nodes pop up and

down lapidly and unexpectedly.

In today's market, people increasingly use their mobile devices to communicate with

others. It offers the freedom of being mobile while communicating. This includes data

communìcation as well. However', when a user choosss to send data to multiple receivers,
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multicast could be a more effective means of accomplishing this. In general, multicast

can help in reducing network overload in these situations.

1.2 Motivation

While mobile communication is becoming ub.iquitous, technology used in mobile devices

is also changing lapidly. Now, it is possible to use mobile devices even when thele is no

fixed infrastructure. This netwolk environment, where the nodes pop up and down

unpredictably, is known as an ad hoc netwolk. Furthe¡mole, since pairs of nodes in ad

hoc networks are often outside the transmission range of each other, data must be relayed

over several hops befole Íeaching its final destinations. Multicast is attractive because it

can supporr data distribution to many receivers where muÌtihop wireless communication

is the only feasible means.

In ernergency situations, such as serious collisions ìn remote ar-eas and disaster lecovely,

rapid-response is necessary to mitigate damage. When any collision or disaster happens

in a lemote place, all authorities must be advised. Since there is seldom fixed

infì"astructure in remote places, n-rulticasi is applicable because it can run in ad hoc

networks. If all authorities ale equipped with mobile devices so that they can be

considered as a group, multicast is required to maintain communication between them.

Multicast may also use non-mernber nodes to forwald data reducing the dependency on

fixed infrastructure. When multicast is applied in ad hoc networks, mobile devices need

only hardware with which they connect to each other. Any pair of mobile nodes are

connected with each other when they are within the transnìission range of each othe¡. If a
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single node goes down. mobile nodes simply find other on-the-fly nodes and forward

r¡ulticast data. A major problerr in ad hoc networks is that mobile nodes need enough

power to stay alert and sufficient amount of bandwidth to deliver data. The optimum use

of bandwidth is important because wileless links do not have as many resoulces as the

wired ones. With multicast, network links use only a minimum amount of bandwidth and

it protects data from being delayed or lost.

Many multicast routing algorithms and protocols have been developed and each has its

own features. It is difficult to choose among existing multìcast routing protocols because

therc is no simple standard approach for deciding which multicast algorithm is best for

dyr.ramic networks. Another major problem is that existing louting protocol metrics are

dependent on the type of a protocol and its featu¡es. This problem can lead to an unfai¡

assessment when comparing different types of multicast routing protocols. The only way

to go further in detelmining which multicast algorithm to use is by having a coÍtmon

foundation from which to start. Since the most obvious thing that all dynamic networks

have in common is a network with scâttered mobile nodes, the anangement of these

nodes is an important factol that needs furthel exploratìon.

1.3 Objectives of the Research

Since there is an increasing demand for multicast technologies, the scope of this work

could be vely bload. This thesis deals with the routing of multicast in mobile wireless
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networks, specifically ad hoc netwo¡ks. The focus is on introducing new metrics that can

be used for comparing different routing algorithms.

The objectives of the research are as follows:

a. To propose new metrics that are analytically determined and can be used for

measuring the performance of common multicast routing prÕtocols.

b. To develop a method to assess any multicast algorìthrns based on ihe proposed

paÍameters.

c. To study the effect of changing topology Õn the ability of mobile nodes to maintain

communicatior.r.

1.4 Methodology

Literature is reviewed to assess the state of the art in multicast. In ordel to avoid any bias

while comparing multicast algorìthms, the iocus ìs on the main feature that multicast

routing algorithms have in common, which is the capability to deal with a dynamic

netwolk. New metlics are analvtically determined for assessing common multicast

routing algorithms. Based on these Dew parameters, the performance of the existing

algorithms can be analyzed to study the efficiency of these algorithms and for making

comparison with regard to diffetent network topologles. Investigation is also done on

how to use the new parameters tó measure the changes of network topology and see if the

a ange rent of nodes affects multicast routing. A simulation study is used for doìng the

experiment to measure the quality of the existing, and even the future, multicast routing

algorithms. The experiment involves the rnobilrty of nodes so that the same algorithm can
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be tested to analyze its lobustness towards different network topologies. Network

topologies are landornly generated for a fixed number of nodes so that simulations run in

consistency bas.is. The final step is to apply the chosen multicast routing algol.ithms to

each of the topologies.

1.5 ThesÍs Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter' 1 presents the introduction of this work.

Chapter 2 presents a review and analysis of literature r.eview on multicast routing in ad

hoc networks and some other works in routing performance metrics. This chapter also

presents the detail analysis of the multicast fouting algor.ithms that are chosen to be

compared. The factors that motivate this research are aìso found from this rcview of the

literature. Chapter 3 presents the new metrics that could be used to compare the

perforrlance of existing multicast routing algotithms. The simulation variables are then

plesented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 plesents the evaluation of the per.formance of the

algorithms based on the proposed toutìng metrics. Chapter 6 concludes this work by

summarizing the major contlibution of this thesis and it also preserts future di¡ections of

potential development of performance comparisor.r study.



Chapter 2

Literatune Review

2.1 Ad Hoc Networks

An ad hoc netwolk is a dynamic network environment where mobile hosts can form and

deform a network "on-the-fly" without the need of any fixed infrastructures (Figure 2.1(b)).

It is a type of wircless network; the other is based on fixed infrastructures that needs support

1ì'om base stations (Figure 2.1(a)). The ad hoc type becomes impoltant in industry because it

enables mobile devices to communicate using whatever means available -.in this case, other.

mobile devices - even in r..emote places whele there is no base station.

6{'----

(b)

Figure 2.1: A wireless network that is (a) infrastl'ucture-based, and (b) infrastr uctureless

(a)

æ
I
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A nobile ad hoc network is formally defined in RFC 2501 [26] as an autonomous system of

mobile nodes that consists of mobile platforms that are free to move arbitrarily. It is also

defined in [1] as an autonomous system of mobile hosts (also serving as routers) connected

by wireless links, the union of which fo¡ms a communication network modeled in the form of

an albitrary communication graph. This definition emphasizes the distinguishing feature of

ad hoc networks where each mobile host should be able to perform as a router when it is

necessary.

Ramanathan and Redi [25] plesented a brief overview of ad hoc networks. They reviewed the

definition, the key assumptions, and the significant featurcs of ad hoc networks. They also

plesented open problems in ad hoc networks and their future. One of the open problems

presented is the scalability of a network when the number of rodes in the network increases.

This plotrlem was identjfied but left unresolved. They did not come up with any possible

solution. Yet, this could actually be solved if there is a method for measuring the

performance of routing algorithms for any number of nodes in the network and investigating

the possibility that increasing number of nodes r.right not give mâjor impacts to the

algorithms performance.

The latesi development of ad hoc networks is wireless sensor networks (WSNs). A WSN is a

specific type of wireless ad hoc networks in which a collaboration of a large number of

sensor nodes, that are scattered in a terrain of interest, interact with the environmen¡ to

observe its ambient physical condition" The examples of the conditions being sensed and

observed are tempel'atufe, light, sound, vibration, and radiatron. Siürrlaf to ad hoc networks,
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WSNs aÌso have to concetn about limited resources availability and possibility of topological

change. For tllis l'eason, multihop comnunication is also the obvious solution for solving

power constraint. Mhatre and Rosenberg [22] presented various desìgn guidelines for-WSNs.

They proposed a scheme that allows the sensor nodes to periodically switch between a single

hop mode and a multihop mode. This scheme could be valuable when developing multicâst

routlng in ad hoc networks.

2.2Malticast in Ad Hoc Networks

de Morais Cordeiro et al l9l presented the present and future directions of multicast over

wileless mobile ad hoc networks. They emphasized that multicâsting enables people that

reside at dìffercnt places to participate in the sane session through wileless and mobile

devices. This neans that nulticast can be involved much more in the future because there

will be more applications developed that rcquire a network ability to provide service with

sufficient bandwidth. They also stated that recent multicast protocols in ad hoc networks do

not perform well in different âpplications. This statement irnplies that there is a need of

methods thât can p¡ovide ân answer of which multicast protocol is the most appropriate to

use in each application.

Royer and Toh [29] reviewed eight different routing protocols and classified them. They

classified ad hoc routing protocols into two classes: i) table-driven and ii) demand-driven

(source-initiated). Table-driven routirg protocols rnaintain up-to-date routing information

every some pedod of time. on the other hand, demand-driven protocols only crcate routes

10
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when it is demanded by the soulce node. However, they was not âble to conclude whether

pfotocols from one class are be¡ter than the othel class ot not.

Recently, Papavassrliou and An [24] also reviewed sevelal multicast routing ptotocols ând

classified them into groups. They classifieci ad-hoc multicast rout.ing protocols into proactlve

and leactive groups. Ploactive multicast proiocols are similar to table-driven louting

protocols in Royer and Toh [29]. Reactive protocols are similar to demand-driven ones.

Proactive and reactive multicast protocols are further classified as tree based and non-tree

based (Figure 2.2). Some conparisons of those protocols were made but oniy on qualitave

side. They were also not able to provide an answer of the moÌe preferable protocol. They

summarized some issues such as dynamic multihop topology, routìng information

(in)accuracy, r'esource usage efficiency, reliability, security, and group membelship.

Figure 2.2: Classification of ad hoc rnulticast routìng protocols

Sahasrabuddhe and Mukherjee [30] presented various multicast routing algonthms and their

relationship with multicast fouting protocols for packet-switched wrde-area netwotks. They

categorized multicast algorithms based on the ploperty they attempted to optimrze. They also

examined valious multicast protocols that ale employed on the Internet.

11
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Wang and Hou [38] emphasized the QoS (Quality of Service) requirements of continuous

media applications that use multicast services. They classified multìcast routing problems

according to their optimization functions and performance constraints, presented loutrng

algorithms in each problern class, and categorized existing multicast routìng protocols, They

ulrderlined a set of challenging problems with multicast on the Internet and the importance of

efficient solutions. However, they failed to lecognize that the problems are actually also

applied for multicast in ad hoc networks.

Chiang, Gerla, and Zhang [6] proposed the Adaptive Shared Tree Multìcast routing protocol

(ASTM) which is an adaptive scheme that combines shared tree and per-source tree benefits.

It is a proactive nìulticast routing protocol and it maintains a single shaled tree rooted at a

Rendezvous Point (RP). RP is where sender sends multicast towal-ds and receiver send join

requests to. It .is preferably selected among nodes with low mobilìty. It allows switchover

between the shared tree and the per-source tree to reduce any delay due to possible shorter'

distance between the receivet and sender directly than the distance betrveen receiver and RP.

The performance rnetrics that they considered are throughput and control message overhead.

Another proactive protocol, but non-tree based, was proposed by Garcta-Luna-Aceves and

Madruga [11]. They ploposed the Core-Assrsted Mesh Protocol (CAMP) that is an extensìon

of the notion of core-based h'ee (CBT), which is used in static networks. CAMp defines a

shared multicast mesh for each multicast group. Since it is a mesh, which provides at least

one path from any node that is a source to any node that is a receiver; it provides richer-

connectivity than a tree-based topology even though the nodes within the group move

t2
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fiequently. It uses corcs to limit the control traffic needed for receivets to join multrcasr

groups. When a node wanls tô join the group, it selects the core towards which the join

request may be sent. Any router that is a regular membel of a rnulticast group and receives a

join requesi is fiee to ransmit a join acknowledgment (ACK) to the sending rourer. when the

oligin or a relay of a join lequest receives the first ACK to its request, the router becomes

part of the group.

Royer and Pelkins [28] extended the Ad-hoc on-Demand Disrance vector (AODV) routing

protocol to offer novel multicast capabilities that follow naturally from the way AODV

establishes unicast routes. This extended version is caÌled AoDVM and it falls into the

category of reactive, trce-based protocols,

Another reactive, tree-based p'otocol was proposed by Bhattacharya and Ephremides [4].

The protocol is called the Distrìbuted Multicast Routing protocol (DMRP) and it is a

distributed, source-initiated protocol that combines multicast routing with resource

reservation ând maintain connections to desired destinations. This algorithm tries to

accomplish multicast routing by giving two deglees of freedom (the frequency at which to

transmit and power level) to each node.

Ji and corson [15] presented another reactive. tree-based protocol called the Lightweight

Adaptive Multicast protocol (LAM). LAM builds a group-shared tree for each rnulticast

group and takes the concept of core-based tree. The tree is centered at a pre-selected node

called a coRE. If the source is not part of the tree, it folwards the data thr.ough the coRE.

13
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LAM is coupled with a specific underlying unicasf routìng protocol TORA (Temporally-

ordered Routrng Algorithm), which is source-initiated. It is lìghtweight because the tree

maintenance phase does not utilize timels and event-triggered, LAM is claimed not to

introduce any additronal overhead bùt, unfortunately, only during stabie topology and

constant group membership, which is not the most common event in ad hoc networks.

Corson and Batsell [8] prcsenred the Reservation-Based Multicast (RBM) which is a

reactive, ttee-based routing protocol" It combines multicast routing, rcsource reservation, and

admission control. It uses the concept of Rendezvous Point (Rp) and it is used for. routing

process thât can be broken into two stages: source-to-RP and RP-to-destination.

Toh and Bunchua [33] proposed the Associativity-Based Ad hoc Multicast (ABAM) which

has four components: i) multicast tree formation per multicast session, ii) handling host

mernbership dynamics, iii) handling the mobility of the nodes, and iv) multicast tree

deletion/expilation. They proposed a heuristìc tree selection algolthm to delive the multicast

tree.

The last category is reactive, non-tree protocols. Ho et al. [13] proposed the Reliable

Multicast Routing Protocol (RMRP) based on the argument thât keeping accur.ate state about

menbership of multicast group is not practical if the set of neighbours changes rapidly.

RMRP uses plain flooding that requires each node to keep track only of its cuuent

neighbours.
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Another reâctive, non-tree based protocol is the Forwardrng Group Multicast protocol

(FGMP). FGMP was proposed by Chiang, Gerla, and Zhang [7]. This protocol is a nixrure

between flooding and sholtest tree multicast. Any node in a forwarding gtoup is responsible

of folwafding multicast packets between any pairs of group members so that when it receives

a nonduplicate multicast packet, it will broadcast this packet to its neighbours but only the

neighbours in the group can broadcast the packet consecutively. The major problem is how to

elect and maintain the set FG ôf the nodes in the forwarding group.

Jetcheva and Johnson [16] presented Adaptìve Demand-Drìven Multicast Routing (ADMR)

protocol and it is compared to on-Demand Multicast Routing protocol (subchapter 2.3)

using the following metrics: packet delivery ratio, nolmalized packet overhead, forwar.ding

efficiency, and delivery latency.

Bhattachalya and Ephremides [3] established the beginnings of a complete multicast

algorithrn that is capable of adapting to topological changes. The algorithm, which cornbines

multìcast louting with dynamic frequency allocation and power control, is intended to

establish and maintain the maximum number of connection requests while making efficient

use of available bandwidth and avoiding congestion which might lead to network collapse.

Gossain, de Mo¡ais cordeiro, and,Agrawal [12] plesented multicast fiom its definition, the

development of rruiticast support in the lntefnet, a detailed description of existing multicast

protocols in wiled and wireless environment and theil' comparison. They did not give any

solutron of whrch multicast protocols is mo¡e suitable for which applications. They only tried
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to give some basis on which people can select an appropriate multicast for their needs. Their

focus was on solutions thât make use of infi'astructure provided by the wired network and not

over infrastructureless ad hoc networks.

2.3 Multicast Routing Protocols

This section will discuss the detaìl analysis of three multicast routing protocols that ar.e goìng

to be used in the simulation study. Each prorocol is chosen as a sample for each category in

the classification of ad hoc multicast routing pr.otocols.

Reactive protocols are believed to work better than the proactive ones. This can be seen from

a large numbet of multicast protocols, either newly proposed or deveÌoped from the existi¡g

ones, that afe reactive. It is caused by the on-demand nature of reactive protÕcols that

preserves the use of bandwidth when there is no multicast data in the netwolk. Hence,

AMRIS (Ad hoc Multicast Routing protocol utiÌizing Increasing id-nurrberS) and oDMRp

(On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol) ale chosen as two of the ttu'ee multicast routing

protocols for this comparisot.t study. They ale reactive and start to discover multicast routes

once a source node has data to send. MoIe specifically, they are chosen because of their

structure difference. AMRIS is chosen because it creates a multicast tree and has an

interesting feature, which is to use identificatìon numbers in building the tree; while oDMRp

is chosen because it creates a n-resh for providìng alternative routes. ODMRP is also the most

widely used multicast fouting protocol. The differences between a tree and a mesh are listed

on Table 2. 1.
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Category
Structure

Tree Mesh

Bandwidth lequiled to build the structure Small amount Greater

Multiple routes Not available Available

Focus Route-updating Route-discovery

Table 2. 1 : Differences between a tree and â mesh

However, proactive protocols still deserve to be considered in multicast because they have a

different strength than the reactive ones. Proactive protocols update multicast r.outes

periodically. As a result, a path from the source and each destination is almost always

available when there is multicast dara in the network. Hence, the time required for message

delivery with a proactive protocol is less than the reactive one. Reactive protocols have to

discover routes ÎrÕm the beginning before they can forward rnulticast data. An example of

where proâctive and reactive protocols have theil own advantage and disadvantage when

time is divided into five equal inter-vals can be seen tn Table 2.2.

Time
intewal

Multicast data
exists

Bandwidth usage in
creating routes

Messages' ttavel time
f¡onl a soulce to

receivers
Proactive Reactive Proactive Reactive

Fast Slower

2

3

4 Fast Slowe¡

.5

Tal.le 2.2: An example of an adva'tage and a disadvantage of proactive and ¡eactive

protocols
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AMRoute (Ad-hoc Multicast Routing) becomes the only algorithm that is proactive among

the thÍee. It is chosen because of its special feature, which is to create a tree out of a mesh.

2.3.1 AMRIS

wu and ray [39] proposed AMRIS that is a rcactive, tree-based protocol. It does not require

a sepalate unicast routing protocol. It cfeates a shared multicast tree to forward multicast data

and this tree is rooted at a special node called Sid. Each node in a multìcast session is

dynamically assigned an ID number known as msm-id. This ordering number is used to

direct the multicast flow. The msm-id increases in nume¡ical value as any node radiates away

from Sid. Sid, which is predetermined from anongst the senders, has the smallest msm-id.

There ale two main mechanisms in AMRIS: tree initialization and tree maintenance. In trce

initialization, a multicast session is created and advertised to all nodes in the ad hoc networ-k.

These nodes are differentiated as I-Nodes (nodes that are intercsted in joining the multicast

session) and u-Nodes (the rest of the nodes). This mechanism begins when sid broadcasts a

NEW-SESSION message to its neighbours. Sorle of the content of this message are sid's

msnr-id, multicast session id, and routing metrics. A node that recejves the NEW-sESSION

message genefates its own msm-ìd that is larger and not consecutive, replaces the msm-id in

the message with its own msm-id, and broadcasts the message again. Information derived

from the NEW-SESSION nessage is kept in the Neighbour'-sratus table for up to T1 seconds

to prevent broadcast storms. If a node receives rnultiple NEW-SESSION Íìessages fi.om its

neighbouls, it would keep the nìessage with the best routing metrics and generates its own

msm-id based on the values from that messase.
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A node X that wants to join the sessiolr would determine its neighbouring nodes that have

smaller msm-ids than itself as its porentiai parent nodes, It sends a unicast JOIN-REe to one

of its potential parent nodes called Y, If Y is aheady on the delivery tree, y sends a JOIN-

ACK immediately back to X. otherwise, Y would also try to locate its potential parent by

sending another JOIN-ACK and this process is repeated until a node is found on the delivery

tlee to be the parent node and rhrs node sends a JOIN-ACK that propagates back along the

reverse path to X.

Tree maintenance ensures that a node rernains connected to the multicast session delivery

tlee. when a link between two nodes breaks, the node with the larger msn-r-id is responsible

for rejoinirrg. The process is similar to the process ofjoining in tree initialization. A node that

attempts to rejoin the tree executes the Branch Reconstruction (BR) that has two main

subroutines: BR1, which is executed when this node has neighbouring potential parent nodes;

and BR2, which is executed when this node does not have any neighbouring nodes that can

be potential parents.

A node X executing BR1 sends a unicast JOIN-REe to one of its potenrial par.ent nodes y. If

Y is on the tree, it sends a JOIN-ACK back to X, and X rejoi's the tree. If y is not on the

tree, Y repeats the process of sending out its own JOIN-REe to join the tree, provided it has

ar least one neighbouring porential parent node. otherwise, y sends a JOIN-NACK to x. Ifx
receives a JOIN-NACK or timeours of the reply, it proceeds ro join with the next best

potential parent node. If none are available, X executes BR2.
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A node X executing BR2 broadcasts a JOIN-REQ. The broadcasted JOIN-REe has a range

field R that specifies only nodes within R hops of X are allowed ro rebroadcast the JoIN-

REQ A satisfactory node Y thar receives rhe JOIN-REQ sends a JOIN-ACK back to X. If X

receives multiple JOIN-ACKs, it chooses one and sends a JoIN-coNF to that parent node y

so that Y lnay start to fofward multicast data to X.

2.3.2 ODMRP

Bae et al [2] developed ODMRP that is a demand-driven, mesh-based multicast protocol and

it uses the concept of forwarding group [6]. In ODMRP, when a source has data to send, it

floods a JOIN DATA packet with data payload attached to construct the routes and establish

the group. when a node receives a nonduplicate JOIN DATA packet, it stores the upstream

ID and rebloadcasts the packet. when a receivel receives the JOIN DATA packet, it crcates a

JOIN TABLE packet and broadcasts it ro its neighbors. Each node that ¡eceives the JOIN

TABLE packet would check the next node ID of one of the entries. If it matches its own ID,

it is on the fight path to the source that means it is part of the forwa[ding group, and it sets an

FG-FLAG and broadcasts its own JOIN TABLE built on matched entries. It is done until all

JOIN TABLE packets reach the source and it creates the routes from each sour.ce to all

receivers so that a mesh of nodes is built as a result. Any multicast group member that wants

to send data just has to floods a JOIN DATA packet to refresh routes and membership

information.

The strength of ODMRP is its simplicity because it does not need any explicit control

packets if one node decides to join or leave the group. If a source wants to leave the group, it
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just has to stop sending JOIN DATA packets. And if a receiver wânts to leave the group, it

just has nor to send any JOIN TABLE packet as â rcsponse of rhe JOIN DATA packet.

Another strength of ODMRP is its ability to exist together with and operates as a unicast

routing protocol. Bae et al. also concelned about the selection of timer vaìues for roure

refresh and forwarding group timeout intervals,

2.3.3 AMRoute

Bommaiah, Liu, McAuley, and Talpade [5] pr.oposed AMRoute that creates bidirectional

shared multicast rlees for data distribution using only the senders and receivers in the group

as tree nodes. Even though AMRoute creates a mesh and a tree in order to multicast the data,

it is a proactive. tlee-based protocol. The mesh ìs first created, and then it creates a multicast

distribution tree using a subser of the available mesh links. The major advantage of this

procedure is that the tree does not need to be modified when any changes happen to the

network topology provided that the tree routes exist via mesh links.

In mesh crcatiolr, receivers and senders join the group. Each gtoup has at least one logical

core that is Iesponsible for maintâining the tree and gloup rnembership. New group members

select themseìves 2s cores initially. Each core periodically floods JOIN-REe to discover

other disjoint rnesh segments fol the group. When a member node receives a JOIN-REe

fiom a core of the same group bur a different mesh segment, it replies with a JoIN-ACK and

marks that node as a n-resh neighbour'. As a consequence of mesh mergers, a mesh will have

multiple cores. one of these cores will emerge as the "winning" core of the unified mesh.

The core resolution procedure will win the node with the highest Ip address among all nodes.
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After the mesh creation, each core sends a periodic control message TREE-GREATE in order

to build a shared trce. when a member node receives a nonduplicate TREE-cREATE from

one of its mesh links, it forwards the packet to all other mesh links except the incoming one,

and marks the incoming and outgoing links as ree links. If it receives a duplicate TREE-

CREATE, it sends a TREE-GREATE-NAK back to the ìncoming link and this link is

designated as mesh link. Multicast data is folwarded over tbe tlee, which is loop-free. If a

node wants to leave the group, it has to send a JOIN-NAK to its neighbours and do not

forward any data packets for the group.

2.4 Routing MetrÍcs

In order to improve multicasting, a perlormance comparison study is required for

investigating multicast protocols. I-,ee et al. [i9] compaled the performance of some of

multicast protocols mentioned in the previous subchapter based on the following metrics:

packet delivery ratio, numbel of data packers transmitted per data packet delivered, number

of control bytes transmitted per data bytes delivered, and number of control and data packets

fansmitted per data packet delivere<Í. They did a simulation study under various scenarios

such as variety of mobility speed and different numbe¡ of senders. The simulation lesults

showed that each multicast protocol has its own strength in some circumstances.

Moustafa and Labiod [23] proposed a new multicast routing protocol called source Routing-

based Multicast Protocol (SRMP) and compared it againsr oDMRp and ADMR under

va¡ious scenarios using pause time. It is not obvious why pause time is used as a meric
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because pause time does not represent anything about the network except that the nodes

sometimes stop moving for an interval of time.

Since there are many routing protocols in ad hoc netwolks and there are different metrìcs, it

ìs drfficult to .rreasure the perfomance of louting protocols and compare ther¡. In his work,

Jacobson [14] states that a problem in existing routing protocol metrics is that they are based

on simulation results, not on fixed input dâta. This problem causes a certain metric to be

biased toward a group of routing protocols.

According to Jacobson, there are two types of metrics that have ah-eady exisied. one is

peformance metrics, which depend on the simulation results; the other is scenario metlcs,

which ale calcula¡ed fi'om the inpui data to the simulation or fi.orl the input var.iables.

Jacobson [14] introduces two new scenario metlics for ad hoc networks that are dependent on

the cul'ent physical condition of the network. Those two new netr-ics are the density of the

network and the di'ect connectivity rate for the nodes in the network. The density is defiled

as the weighted number of ovetlapping radio transmitter areas over time and is calculated as

the total overlapping area of circles at any point in time. The direct connectivity is in place

between two nodes where they are withir the transmitter range of each other and is used to

show the avelage number of other nodes that are in contact with each node over the

srmulatron time.

Density is the onÌy metric that he used in his simulations. He drew a conclusion that density

and direct connectivity have similar values. yet, he stated that dir€ct connectivity could be a
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better metric to be used. And he also stated that density could accumulate withoui direct

connectivity because a density value exists when thete arc overlapping afeas between two

radio transmitter ranges. There are some contradictive things behind those starements.

The density metric was varied indirectly by changing the scenario areas in a set of simulation

of this wolk to provide illustrative values. We could improve this work by proposing new

metrics that can be used for cornmon routing protocols and that actually change directly with

the changes in the network topology.

Another weakness of this approach can be found in the statement "the existing routing

protocol metrics are focusing on the performance metlics and based on the simulation

results". This is not entirely true because the performance compalison of different multicast

aÌgorithms need to be evaluated by simulating each multicast algorithm in different

topologies. what actualìy exist now are routing protocol metrics that are dependent on the

type and feature of the protocol. Thefe is a need to analyze these metrics, particularly the

effect of the appl.ication of any metrics to different algorithms.

2.5 Application of Multicast

Multicast can support rnany applications. one a¡ea where multicast support is an immediate

need is mobile comÍìerce [21,234-36). some class of applications in mobile commerce are

mobile and locational advertising, mobile auction, mobile entertainment, proactive service

management, and r.nobile inventory management. Another application is presented by

Bhattacharya and Ephremides [3], which is the use of multicast rÕuting and resource
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allocation in the drgital battlefield. Multicast can also be very useful in emelgency situation

such as search and rescue. varshney t33] presented the requirements for different

applications, such as application in rnilitary that requires minimal delay and security;

application ìn distance education that requires high bandwidth and near-real-time; application

in intelligent transpoftation systems that requires dynamic routing of individual vehicles; and

application in commercial aircraft that requires cunent traffic infoünation, the most direct

and least time-consuming foutes.

2.6T}re fssues in Multicast Routing

Although there have been some algorithms and protocols available in multicast over mobile

wireless networks, there is no standard approach of deciding which multicast algorithm is the

best. It is difficult to establish this standard since those algorithms and protocols run

differently in different envìronrnents. There is still scope to develop better algorithms and

protocols if the factors in multicast in ad hoc networks that really influence the performance

of those algorithms could be deter.mined.

This research attenpts to assess some of the nrost cor¡mon multicast routing algorithms

based on new metrics. Another factor that motivates this research is the lack of works that

focus on netwo.k topology, yet a dynanìic topology is one major feature of mobile wireress

networks. Most works done jn multicast only deal with the creation of new routing protocols

that claim to be improvements or'ì others. Two of the newest protocols are ReMHoc [31] and

Family ACK Tree (FAT) [20]. Recentry, as the rarest effort to inprove murticast, overray

'rulticasting 
in mobile ad hoc netwolks is investigated. This approach gets contradictory
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responses. Detti et al [10] investigated the effectiveness of overlay and they srated that to this

point thel'e ale doubts on which multicast protocol is best. The lack of work in developing

methods fot'assessing those protocols could cause an application to use a protocol that would

actually be better off using anothel' protocôI.

Some of the performance lnetrics that are being used do not take the variety of the type and

the feature of the protocol into âccount. The introduction of new metrics is the objective of

this ¡esearch since some metlics are only good for particulal multicast protocoÌs and some

are not directly varied duling a set of simulations. We should not evaluate the performance of

those protocols only after we apply the algorithms in the network, we must anticipate the

possible results before we apply thern.

The main idea is to investigate how the affangement of the mobile nodes ir the early state of

multicast session can be used to decide which multicast algorithm is more appropriate ro use.
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Proposed Metrics

3.l Background

New metlics proposed herc can be used to compare cornmon routing pr.otocols and they

have the ability of changing their values automatically during a set of simulations. The

proposed metrics would be based mainly on the characteristics of the network topology.

The random physical condition of the network is not dependent on any factor and the

var-iation of the topology is influenced solely by its randomness. There are two factors

that we exploit in order to build the new metrics, which a¡e reachability ând aruangement

of the nodes.

3.1.1 Reachability

When any one node has a message to send to some othe¡ nodes, the former takes a role of

a source while the latter destinations. Since the networks al-e infrastructureless, as long as

the source has ai least one other node that is within reach, this other node can facilìtate

the message sending to one or more destinations that are not within reach.

Reachability of a node, in mobile wireless networks, can be measured by the power level

of transmission that a node has. when transmission occurs, the signal power declines as it

travels fulther frorn its source.
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3,1.2 Arrangement of the nodes

The arrangement of the nodes might be the most important factor that influences the

performance of any multicast algorìthms. This factor is sttongly related to the

reachability factol mentioned previously. The location of any pair of mobile nodes has a

dil'ect effect on the possibility fol both nodes ro conlrnunicate with each other.. ln a bigger

prcturc, the locatron of all the nodes in the netwolk affects the likelihood that any frobile

node can receive the rnessage intended for it from another mobile node located outside its

t'ansmission range.

3.2 Proposed Metrics

In order to study the effect of netwofk topology on the network and the feasibility of

maintaining communìcatioÌr between nodss in mobile wireless netwolks, first we have to

characferize a network topology as the combination of the following properties that

would become our proposed scenario metrics (3.2.1 and 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Average number of arcs per node

Since our purpose is to obselve the performance of multicast algorithms in different

krnds of topology, we should focus on the arrangement of the mobile nodes. This

ploperty considels the direct reachability of each node. Any node can use different levels

of power to transmit data. The higher the powe' level, the farther the data can be

hansmitted. Since the power Ìevel detennines the range of transmission of a node, it can

be illustrated as a circle that can be defined as the radius of the node, i.e. for any node l,

any other nodes within ¡adius r can be reached directly by node l.
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(,

Figure 3.1: Dilect reachability frorn node I to nodeT and node fr

Figure 3.1 shows that node ¿, with radius r, can reach nodej and node È directly because

they a¡e within its transmissior.r lange. We draw a line between those nodes to show their

connectivity. When a line connects two nodes, it means that either node can be reached

directly by the other node. We cannot connect node i with node I because node I is

outside node l's tlansmission range.

Figure 3.2: L.rdirect reachability fi'om node i to node l, or multihop

Since any node outsìde that radius cannot be reached directly, it needs one or rìoÌe

inteulediate nodes fot' tlansmission to be accomplished. The example is shown in Figure
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3.2, where node I can be reached by node i only through intermediate node,t. So even

though node 1 is outside the range of node i, node I is still within the radius of node k,

which is connected directly to node i. In this case, node i needs node Ã to transmit data ro

node l.

Since direct and indirect reachability is influenced by the radius of a node, this radius is

called the "node-r'eachability"-radius. This ladius, which emerges because of the power

level of each node and is assumed to be uniform for each node in the network. is

irnportant to see the connectivity among nodes. This radius will affect the average

numbel of arcs pel node as a result of the connection that can be made between nodes in

the networt, which depends on the number of nodes that can be reached directly and or

indirectly.

We can fornulate the avelage nun-rber of arcs per node (NUMofARCS) with:

NUMOfARCS -L",, Í,,
N

where:

¿7 = number of at'cs

f, = frequency of nodes that has ¿ number of arcs

N = number of nodes in the network

The value of a does not necessalily have io be limited within a range. But to shorten

calculation time, the range of ¿ is from the minimum to the maximum number of arcs

among the existing number of arcs that belongs to each node in the network.
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Figure 3.3 gives a simple example of a seven-node network where every node has

uniform propagation range. As a result of limited pfopagation range, those nodes are not

connected properly. Node 3 is not able to communicate with any other node.

Fìgure 3.3: An example of connectivity in a network

We can deternine the NUMofARCS from the example in Figure 3.3 by building a table

below.

Table 3.1: An example of data that can be used to deterrnine NUMofARCS

JI

Number of arcs (¿) Frequency (/,) Multiplication (a{f,)

0 0

4 4

z 2 4

3 0 0

Total 7 8
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When we divide the total value of multiplication in Table 3.1 with the total number of

nodes in this particulal netwôrk, we get the average number of arcs per node, which is:

I
NUMoIARCS -:=11429l

Figure 3.4(a) shows the same network in Figule 3.3 with the arow indicating that a node

is moving in the direction of the aruow is pointing. Node 2 moves into the tlansmission

range of node 4 and node 3 into of node 7. Fìgure 3.4(b) shows how thìs rnovernent can

affect tl.ìe connectivity bet\¡r'een nodes in the network. It creates a new topology with a

connectivity that is different from the one in Figure 3.3 ( NUMofARCS = 1.7143).

Figure 3.4: An example of movement effect on connectivity. (a) Nodes ate moving.

(b) The new connectivity.

It is easy to observe that when a node moves closer to other on-the-fly nodes, it can reach

and be reached by more surrounding nodes and build stronger connectivity.
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o
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In sumnrary, when a network has a large number of arcs per node, it has a greater

possibility that the network is n-rore robust with regard to the likelihood that each node

has more options to route datâ to other nodes, especially the ones that are not within its

plopagation range.

3.2.2 Radius of the network topology

The nodes in a mobile wireless netwotk can be grouped as a set of mobile nodes. In ordel

to cluster these mobile nodes into a group, we have to create a ci¡cle that bounds all these

nodes.

For example, Figure 3.5(a) shows the beginning of a network where there are seven nodes

that are sin-rply scattered. Figure 3.5(b) then shows the sane network now with a circle

indicating the smallest circle that contains all seven nodes.

ò,

I
t

\e

t1)

(2)

/^/ (1\

I
I

I

(a) (b)

Figule 3.5: An example of a retwort with (a) scattered nodes only, and

(b) the smallest circle that contains all nodes in the network
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When a smallest circle that contains all the nodes in the network is created, it can be used

to measure the area where the nodes are scattered (Figure 3.5(b)). We can determine this

circle by using the easy bounding circle algorithm by Rokne [27].

This smallest cjrcle can be defined as the radius of the network topology. We can use the

Íadius ofthis circle as another propedy to characterize the netwolk topology"

The changes in the radius of the network can determine the relative change in netwÕrk

topology to how scattered the mobile nodes are. Fol example, if any of the nodes in

Figure 3.5(b) moves out of the cufl'ent ladius of the network topology, we should enlarge

this radius in older to handle this new topology. On the contrary, if any one of the most

"outside" nodes in Figure 3.5(b) moves in and the radius of the network topology can

become smaller, the coverage of this network will be better. Thus, any node located

inside the circle can move freely with no effect on the radius of the network topology as

.long as it does not move out the circle (this movement might still affect the connectivity

between nodes, though). The movement of any node curuently located on the edge of the

circle possibly affects the radius of the network topology. The .latter leads us to the

importance of the rate of the char.rges of the radius of the network topology.

In summzu'y, the rate of the changes of this radius should be considered in each networ*

topology. This radius, which might change in radius per time unit, more likely gives

better performance of the network because when it becomes smaller, it means that some

nodes would have a belter chance to find any other on-the-fly nodes to maintain the
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connection with other nodes. We characterize the network topology by both properties

above and use thelu as ditect variables input.

3.2.3 The difference between the new metrics and the others for network

characterization

The new metrics are developed for characterizing a network topology. These metrics will

then be used for assessing multjcast routing protocols. Their values represent the nodes

connectivity and the coverage area of the network.

In comparing different multicast routing algorithms, these metrics are required so that the

pelformance of each algorithm can be measured undet various scenalios. The metrics that

bave been used in most comparison study are mobility speed [19], different number of

sendels [19], and pause time [23]. The last metric proposed is density [14]. However,

those metrics do not leally repÍesent what is the most important factor in routing, which

is the connectivity of nodes in the network.

When connectivity of the nodes in the network is known, it could facilitate the prediction

of how the algorithn-r would perform. Hence, connectivity is an important factor in

routing. The proposed rnetrics, that characterize the network. replesent connectivity.

Mobility speed [19] and pause time [23] have beer used as metrics in cornpaling

nulticast protocols. They may be related with each other but they do not necessalily

charactelize the network topology. Neither does different number of sendels [ 19].
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Density, which is represented by the shaded area in Figure 3.6, does not necessariiy

repfesent connectivity either. As illustrated in Figure 3.6, there exists a scenario whele

density is present but there is no connectivity between the nodes. Recall that connectivity

exists when the nodes ale within the tt'ansmission range (a node's transmission range is

represented by a circle surrounding node) of each other. Density value can increase and

decfease such that there is still no connectivity between the nodes. Therefore it is not an

appropriate metric for characterizing the network. On the other hand, even a slight

change in the values of the new metrics provides information about modification

happening in the network.

Figure 3.6: An example of density with no connectivity

3.3 Example

In order to understand how the proposed metrics work, we give some illustration in

Figure 3.7. Figure 3.7 shows the network with seven mobìle nodes. The gt'ay nodes

represent the nodes in their original position. The average number of alcs per node in this

topology is 3.2 arcs per node, which is obtained from the sum of the numbel of arcs that

each node has divided by the number of nodes. The circle with the dashed line repressnts
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the radius of this topology which is 226.20 metels. The procedures used fol determining

those values will be explained in Subchapter 3.4.

The white nodes represent the mobile nodes after moving from their original position

The nodes are more scattered than before and as a result it has less connectivity, The

average nurnber of arcs is now 2.0 arcs per node and the radius of the topology, which is

represented by the circle with the solid line, is now 234.77 meters.

"100
x-coordinate

Figule 3.7: An example of the use of the proposed metrics

This illustration shows that the movement of the nodes changes the anangement of the

nodes and also theil reachability. The changes in the connectivity and the radius show
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thât they rnight have significant effects on the perfotmance of the multicast routing

algorithms.

3.4 Assumptions of Variables Input

3.4.1 Network Topology

Fol a fixed number of nodes, network topologies are randomly generated using Matlab.

The location of each node is assumed to be on the two-dimensional coordinate system (.r,

y) and each location is generated tandomly in a uniform distribution. We use a un.iform

distribution so that the generated point sets are well distributed.

The variables input that we need in ordet to cr€ate a set of tandom topologies are:

a. The fixed numbel ofnodes in the network.

b. The number of networ-k topoìogies created in a set of simulation.

c. The initial network area to begin with.

d. The maximum network area that is considered to be feasible as the expansion of the

initial netwolk area.

Included in the creation of the random topologies is the maximum distance that âny node

can travel per tirne unit (d,,,,,,). This is important for creating the next random topology

that has fundamental conclation with the culrent topology. We assune that each node

can pick up any random nunber in the interval 10, d','',) and move as far as that distance

in random dlrection.
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3.4.2 Distance between two adjacent nodes

In order to run a multicast algorithm in any network topoìogy, first we have to spec.ify a

c¡iterion to link two adjacent nodes" It is important to detelmine which nodes could be

categorized as r.reighbouring nodes of one node since multicast involves broadcast to

initiate the routing to find the multicast membership.

Assume that the criterion to cor'r.nect one node to its neighbouling nodes is the maximum

distànce that can be reached by the former node. We represent this cliterion by:

.ol

where (lj) represents two adjacent nodes i and.l such that the distance between those two

nodes (represented by the coordinate of each node) is less than or equal to the

transmission range (R).

3.4.3 Transmission range

Transmission power level that each node has is assumed to be equal for all nodes in the

network. Since it is the characteristic that is represented by a circle centeted at each node,

the transmission range is thercfore the R mentioned in the previous subsection.

The wireless transmission range commonly used 1s between 100m - 250m. Sanchez et al

[31] stated that the optimum tlansmission range in ad hoc wireless netwolks cannot be

replesented by a fixed rumber because there are many factors influence the transmission.

Dlfferent fading mechanisms have been studied and different network operational

.2 .2xjt +\)¡-Y j)
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conditions, such as atmospherìc condition and man-n-rade obstacles, are found to affect

the transmission range.

3.5 The Code

The code that is written in Matlab that show how to determine the values of the proposed

metrics can be seen in the Appendix.
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Simulation

4.l Description

The simulations are w¡itten in Matlab. Matlab is chosen because the routing problem can

be expÌarned in a simple way given the vector and matrix oriented nature of Matlab. It

allows us to express the existing multicast algorithms mathematically. It also gives us the

freedom to vary any varìables involved.

The Matlab program that is made as a tool to assess the performance of multicast

algorithrns has the following flexibility and lin-ritation:

1. The input to a number of rnobile nodes can be changed easily with a lower limit of

three. This limitation exists due to rhe use of the easy bounding circle algorithm [27].

which determines the radius of the network topology. The creation of a circle using

this algolithm requìres at least three nodes in the 2-D plane.

2- The representation of the transmission lange of each node and other variabies input

can be changed to match user''s requirements.

The goal of this simulation is to create and investìgate a set of random network

topologies, r'un diffefent multicast routing algoüthms in each topology, and evaluate their
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performance. Simulations are important to determine il the proposed metrics are effective

in telms that they can actually be used to compare different routing algorithms.

E¡tef simu âtiôn vârâbles ìno!t
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Frgure 4.1 : Flowchart of the simulation
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The flowchart in Figure 4.1 illustrates brieÍ1y how the simulation works. Further details

of the simulation procedule are explained below.

1) Simulation variables input is required.

2) From the number of nodes provided, a random netwol.k topology is created. At the

beginning, which means when there is no previous topology, the random network

topology is created from a set of random nodes that are uniformly distributed.

Otherwise, the topology would still be created randomly but based on the position of

the nodes in the previous topology. The reason behind this is that the âssumption that

any n-robile node could only change the position within a limited distance in an

interval of time. So the program would generate for each node a random distance and

a random direction of movement fiom the node's location in the pr.evious topology.

3) Fo' each node, connectivity is built. When any pair of nodes is located within a

dístance that is based on the transmission range p.ovided, they would be connected.

Otherwise, do nothing.

4) The graph rcsulted from rhe previous step would be a direct variable input to calculate

the average numbel of arcs per node. The larger the number is, the stronger the

connectivity between the mobile nodes is.

5) The random position of each node would be a direct valiable input to calculate the

radius of this topology. The calculatron is done repeatedly until one of the possible

results exists. If there is any triangle with three acute angles can be formed from three

of the nodes, the radius would be calculated based on these th'ee nodes. otherwise,

the radius would be obtained from two of the nodes which are located farthest away
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from each other. A detail description of this easy bounding circle algorithm used fo¡

determining the topology radius can be found in [27].

6) Each multicast algorithm would be applied to this topology. Additional infonnation

legar-ding the algorithms will be explaìned in Subsection 4.3. When the algor.ithm

needs a soulce to initiate the session, the randorn input of the source is required.

7) After the application of each aìgorithm, the simulation variables output would be

provided. The output includes the performance measulement of the algorithms in this

particular topology. In a set of simulations, the performance is neasured using the

numbe¡ of messages generated and the number of transmission ìoss in the multicast

routing session. They will be defined at the end of thìs chapter.

8) The next simulation would run when the nodes are in different position. If the total

number of topologies created up to this point is still less than the number of topology

fixed as an input at the beginning of the sirnulation, go back to step 2 of this

procedure. Otherwise, go to the next step.

9) Graphs are created based on all the final variables obtained until the previous step and

observe them to evaluate the performalce of the algorithms.

4.2 Simulation Variables Input

Table 4.1 sumr¡afizes the variables used as input for a set of simulations of running th¡ee

rrrulticast routing algorithms.

At the beginning of the simulation, a source node is randomly selected. This selection is

important for two of the three algonthms, which are AMRIS and oDMRp, to initiate a
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multicast session. The assumption is that during every period of time, the same node has

nìessages to send to other nodes. Evely new topôlogy would indicate the position of all

nodes at the beginning of the observed time.

Variable Value

Number of nodes t0

Number of random topologies 50

Transmission range 250m

Initial network area 500mx500m

Maxin.lum netwolk area 1000mx 1000m

Maximum distance of a node's tìovelnent l50m (per time unit)

Numbe¡ of sender I

Table 4.1: Simulation variables input

Compared to the density metlc proposed by Jacob [14], the metdcs proposed her-e would

vary automatically as the topology changes. we use 250m as the transmission range since

it is typical fo¡ mobile devices. The scenario area of the sinulation is permitted to expand

according to the landon topology generator during a set of simulations. This expansion

needs to be cor.rsidered so as not to limit the random movenent of nodes. However,

maximum network area is limited to 1000mx 1000rn to teduce the likelihood of no

connectivity at all when the nodes are allowed to go fulther than that. This consideration

is based on the numbe¡ of r.rodes that is 10. The node position affects both connectivity

and radrus of the topology.
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Radio irregulality factors are not conside¡ed in these simulations. Therefore, if node j can

send a message to nodej, nodej can also send a message to node i.

4.3 Selected Algorithms in Simulation Environment

The description of each algorithm chosen to be compared has been discussed in

Subchapter 2.3. The following is the additionâl infonnation of how each algorithm is

applied in the simulations.

4.3.1 AMRIS simulations

All nodes in the network share a multicast tree and each node is dynamically assigned an

ID number called an msm-id. The multicast session is initiated by the node that has

messages to send. This node is called sid and it is chosen randomly. The msnl-id for Sid

could be 0 or 1, depending on what is prreferred as the lowest number, The tree is built

and maintained by the use of msm-ids thar are generated randomly in sequence.

In the first topology, Sid executes the Tree Initialization procedure to build a shared

multicast tree among the nodes connected to sid. At the beginning of the rest of the

network topologies, each node uses a beaconing mechanism to find out about the

neighbours' positìon. If a'y of the nodes detects any link failure, whele there are

disconnected pair of r.rodes, Tree Maintenance procedure is executed. Any detached

nodes would attempt to rejoin the tree.
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4.3.2 ODMRP simulations

The multicast session is also initiated by the node that has messages to send. This node is

also chosen randomly but the node must be identical with Sid in AMRIS. This is

important for a consistency puryose. The nodes that want to receive the messages also

broadcast their messages to make sur€ that the messages are not lost.

At the beginning of each topology, the source floods the network with JOIN DATA

messages in order to build a r¡esh for the network.

4.3.3 AMRoute simulations

Since this protocol is proactive, periodic join request is broadcast to the entire network by

each node. The buildìng of the trce is initiated by the node thar is called the Core. Ip

address for each node is randomly assigned"

At the beginning of each topology, each node in the network sees itself as a core until the

core is determined. Tl.re determination of the cote is based on the highest Ip addtess of

all the nodes.

4.4 Performance Measurement

While running the algorithns on different network topologies, the same measu¡ement is

needed fol the performance. The performance of each algorithm can be measured by:

1. Number of messages involved in one multicast routing sesston.
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This represents the number of packets sent from initiating a multicast session to the

establishment of the routes from the sender to the receivers. The value of this

pelformance metric is obtained from the total number of directed arcs eÍnnate and

enter all the nodes in the network. A lower numbe¡ indicates that network bandwtdth

is well-preserved.

2. The number of transmission loss.

A tlansmission loss is defined as the number of intended destination nodes that fail to

rcceive the multicast data sent by tlte source. This number should be minimized to

study the effectiveness of the multicasr routing algorithm in any topology. The

number of transmission loss is used instead of the delivery ratio because the delivery

ratio does not really show whether there ar-e intended destinations that do not rcceive

messages. Transmission loss used here enables easy observation of topological

behaviour and how the arrangement of the nodes affects data for.watding.
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Evaluation of the Performance Comparison

5.l Evaluation

Table A (Appendix) plesents the simulation var-iables output that are a result of 50

simulatìons. This sectìon contains with the explanation of graphs that represent the

perfoÛnance of each multicast algorithm as a whole.

Correlation between Proposed Metr¡cs
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Figure 5.1: Co¡relation between the average number of arcs and radius of the topology
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Since many variables exist, the performance of the multicast routing àigorithms can be

evaluated from different points of view. Therefore, it is important to determine if there is

any connection between the proposed metrics shown in Figure 5.1.

The conelation coefficient between the merrics is 0.925521 t= JO.aSOO ¡. This value

indicates that we can use a single metric instead of both in evaluating the multicast

algorithms performance. Either metlic cân meet the need of interpreting the result

because the other metric would show virtually the same information. The avelage number

of arcs is used as the x-axis throughout this analysis. However, a combinatìon of both

n'retrics night be useful when thele is a need to emphasize one metric over the other.

NUMofABCS vs Messages
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Figure 5.2: Nurnber of messages of all three algorithms
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Figure 5.2 is the result of plotting the number of messages of all three algorithms in one

glaph. For each set of data, which reprcsents the number of messages for each algorithm,

we draw a regression line. These lines can be used when comparing the algorithms.

With three regression lines across all sets of data in Figure 5.2, there are a small set of

ODMRP plots on the bottom left of the lines and a s¡rall set of AMRIS plots on rhe top

left of the lines- Since they can mean something, it will be discussed afterwatd.

As seen in Figure 5.2, the lines intersect with each othel around the same point. From the

regression equations, the exact intetsection between each pair of the regression lines can

be found as shown ìn Table 5.1 beiow.

Table 5. 1: Intelsection points between regression lines of the algorithms

What is expected fi'om multicast routing is as few nessages generated as possible. From

this point of view and the regtession lines, the graph shows that from 1ow to medium

connectivity level (represented by NUMofARCS ranging from 0.6 ro around 3), ODMRP

has better behaviour than AMRoute, which has better behaviour than AMRIS. However,

from rnedium to high connectivity level, the opposite behaviour ìs noticeable. ODMRP

behaves the worst while AMRIS show fewer messages generated. AMRoute seems stable
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AMRIS (3.102,s2.7 s7) (2.835,49.435)

ODMRP (3.102.52.757\ (3.s64,62.947)

AMRoute (2.835,49.435) (3.564,62.947)
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by generating a number of messages that is between the number of messages generated

by the othel two algorithms. So when the nodes ar.e in situations where connectivity level

is low, ODMRP is more preferred than AMRIS; while in orher situations, AMRIS is

more pleferred. However', AMRoute could be a safer choice because the highest number

of rnessages generated by this algorithm never exceeds the highest number of messages

generated by the othel' t.,¡r'o.

NUMoÍARCS vs Loss

Averåge numþerof ãrcs per nod€

Figure 5.3: Transmission loss of all three algor.ithms

The graph in Figure 5,3 shows the transmission loss for each multicast routing algorithm.

There seems to be only two instead of thr-ee sets of data in Figure 5.3. This occurs

because the data set of ODMRP overlaps the data ser of AMRoute. Recall that in chapter
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4 the transmission loss is defined as the number of destination nodes that fail to receive

multicast data sent by the source"

The transmission loss is also expected to be as low as possible. From the regression lines

dlawn fbr both sets of data in Figure 5.3, lt is obvious thar ODMRP and AMRoute are

more pleferred if it based on the transmission loss.

But sìnce the strâight line drawn for each set of data might not actually be the best fit for

each set of the data, the performance of the algorÌthms is going to be analyzed separately.

lndividual analysis is useful for studyrng in n-rore detail how the âlgorithm performs

based on the pÍoposed metrìcs.

Each of the three following subsections is a study of an individual multicast algorithm.

5.1.1 AMRIS

In analyzing the graphs, a good f.it between any pair. of parameters is tried to be found by

exarnining the scatter plots of data. This is an important step in evaluating the correlation

which is needed for explaining the behavrours of the aÌgorithm so that they can be used in

the futurc for improving the perfoflIance of the algorithm.
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So after trying to fit the data in Figure 5.4 with a linear function and different nonlinear

functions, the best fit is a power function with coefficient of determination of 0.7322. The

same thing is done for data in Figure 5.5 and a straighr line is the best fit wirh coefficìent

of detelminatìon of 0.5516. The weak relationship between these pairs of parametels is

intelligible because the plots are very scattered which show that the performance of

AMRTS ìs vely u npredicruble.

However', there is a need to find any relationship between the number. of messages

generated in AMRIS and the number of transmission loss. And when we look closely and

match the plots on Figule 5.4 with the plots on Figure 5.5, we can actually divide the set

of AMRIS data into two groups. The smaller group represents the distinctive

pelformance of AMRIS in low to medium connectivity.

Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show the distinctive performance of AMRIS. Group 2

represents the distinctive performance of AMRIS in low to medium connectivity network

when it generates mol'e messages and loses more tlansmission than Group l. The

grouping of the plots also gives us betteÍ r'esults of data fitting.
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A[4RlS: NUMofARCS vs Messaqes

Figure 5.6: Numbe¡ of messages of AMRIS (plots are divided into groups)

AMRIS: NUMoÍABCS vs Loss

Figure 5.7: Transmission loss of AMRIS (plots are divided into gr.oups)
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5.1.1.1. NUMofARCS vs Number of messages

The performance of Group I and Group 2 is best described with a power function with

coefficient of determination of 0.9091 and 0.9813, respectively. The area between the

two regression lines show that AMRIS has high unpredictability when the nerwork has

medium connectivity of nodes. As the two lines go from low to higher connectivity, the

area between the regression lines becomes broader. This shows that when the networ-k

has medium connectivity the algorithm has tendency to generate most of ìts highest

number of messages.

Observing the perfomance of AMRIS specifically on this area, we find that the medium

connectivity can be obtained from different scenarios of topology. The topologies where

the source has no or very little connection with other nodes are the scenarios that generate

the plots in Group 2. This occurs because the nodes are trying to rejoin the tree. This

attempt is nade difficult in this kind of scenarios because the sou¡ce is some kind of

ren'Lote; yet the source r.rode is the foot of the muìticast tree. On the other hand, the

topologies where the source still has some neighbour'ìng nodes generate significantly

fewer messages. The lattel are the scenarios that generate the plots in the Group 1. The

legression line of Group 1 is directed tÕward the plots when the network has strong

connectivìty. It happens because the nodes can find their potential parent nodes more

easily due to the availability of mor.e neighbouring nodes.
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5.1.I.2. NUMofARCS vs Transmission loss

The performance of Group 1 is best described with a lineal function with coefficient of

deternrination of O.76f4, while Gloup 2 a power- function with coefficient of

determination of 0.9813. A straight line as the best fit for Group I is easily undersrood

because as the network has stronger connectivìty, the number of transmission loss

becomes less. The unpredictability of AMRIS in losing transmission also occurs when

the network has medium connectivity as shown in Figure 5.7.

5.1.2 ODMRP

ODMHP: NUMofARCS vs Messages

Figule 5.8: Number of messages of ODMRP
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ODMRP: NUMofAnCS vs Loss

Figure 5.9: Transmission loss of ODMRP

Aftel trying to fit the data in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 with a linear function and different

nonlinear functions, the best fit for both set of data is a straight line with coefficient of

determination of 0.8251 and O.6142, respectively. The better relationship between these

pairs of ODMRP pat'ameters than AMRIS parameters is intelligible because the plots are

less scattsred.

Therc is also a need to find the rclationship between the number of messages generated in

ODMRP and the number of transnission loss. So the plots in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9

are observed and they can be divided tnto two gt'oups as shown in Figure 5.10 and Figure

5.1 1.
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ODMRP: NUMofARCS vs Messages
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Figurc 5.10: Number of messages of ODMRP (plots zre divided into groups)

ODMBPT NUMofARCS vs Loss

Figure 5- I 1: Transmission loss of ODMRP (plots are divided into groups)
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As in AMRIS, Figure 5.10 and Figure 5. 1 1 show rhat there is some patterns in the

performance of ODMRP. Group 2 represents the distinctive performance of ODMRP in

low to medium connectivity network when it loses rnore tlansnission than Group 1. But

ODMRP shows a bit of opposite performance than AMRIS because Group 2 generates

fewer messages than Group 1 in the similar range of connectivity. The gtouping of the

plots also gives us better- results of data fitting.

5.1.2.1. NUMofARCS vs Number of rnessages

The perfolmance of Group 1 and Group 2 is best described with a linear function with

coefficient of determination of 0.9805 ¿rnd 0.1004, respectively. Like AMRIS, there is

also some unusualness from the plotted performance of ODMRP. As illustrated in Figur.e

5.8, Group 2 shows that ODMRP is quite unpredictable when the network has low to

medium connectivity but Group I shows relatively constant performance.

The performance here is described as constant when the number of messages increases as

the numbel of arcs increases. The consrant part of ODMRP performance is revealed by

the correlation coefficient between the average number of alcs and the numbet of

ODMRP rnessages, which is 0.9902. Compared to AMRIS, Group 2 of ODMRP

generates much less messages in the same connectivity level. As a performance metdc,

the less messages generâted is the more preserved the bandwidth is and it is actually good

for the netwolk, However, it is important to discuss further the possible cause of this

situation and ìts impact in subchapter 5.2.
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5.1.2.2. NUMofARCS vs Transmission loss

The performance of Group 1is best described with a logarithmic function with

coefficient of determination of 0.8441 , while Group 2 a linear function with coefficient of

determination of 0. 1004 (as in 5.1.1.1). A curve line as the besr fit for Group 1 instead of

a straight line as in AMRIS shows that ODMR.P does not have as much transmission loss

as AMRIS as the connectivity decreases. The coefficient of determination of ODMRp

also represents less unpredictability of the transmission loss of ODMRp than AMRIS.

5.1.3 AMRoute

AMRoute: NUMofARCS vs Number of messages
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Figure 5.12: Number of messages of AMRoute
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AMRoUte: NUMofAHCS vs Loss

AveEge nùhbêr ol arcs pe. node

Figure 5.13: Transmission loss of AMRoute

Figure 5.12 shows that a straight line will fit the plots aÌmost perfectly. It is also rcvealed

by the correlation coefficient (r) of 0.9995 between the average number of arcs and the

number of AMRoute messages. The best fit fol Figure 5.13 is the same as Figure 5.9

which is a straight line with coefficient of determination o1O.6142_

There is no need in dividing the plots i.rto groups as is done to the other two algorithms

because thele is nothing extraordinaly about Figure 5.I2 fhat can be related to Figure

5.13. But Figure 5.12 proves that the most distinctive featur e about AMRoute ìs its

predictability. The number of messages generared by thìs algorithm can be estimated in

any level of connectivity.
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5.2 Discussion

overall, AMRoute shows a very predictable performance in creating multicast routes.

The scatter plot in Figure 5.12 reveals a strong positive lelationship between the average

number of arcs per node and the number of messages generated by AMRoute. The result

sho'rvs that the behaviour of AMRoute is easily predicted which means that the more

connected the mohile nodes are (ot the smaller the radius of the topology is) the more

messages ale exchanged between them.

AMRIS shows the worst performance in terms that its behaviour is ver.y unpredictable

when the netwolk has low to medium connectivity. The use of this algorithm in this

connectivity level would not allow any advanced p|ediction of how it will behave when

the topology changes randomly. This was especially so when the radius of topology is

small because it could be under or ovet predicted. But the grouping could help in

antìcipating the tendency of AMRIS of generating huge amount of messages and still

losing many transmissions.

There are situations where AMRIS shows tendency of generating huge amount of

messages while ODMRP shows tendency of gelerating very few and sometimes no

messages at all. But both distinctive cases of the two algorithrns result in simrlar

behavioul of losing tlle transmission. AMRoute shows the rnost stable performance by

generating messages within the least range among the three algorithms. The proposed

netrjcs are therefore useful to predict the number of messages that could be generated in
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multicast louting sessìons by any rnulticast algonthm. The metrics also identlfy when a

distinctive performance of an algorithn should be anticipared.

The transmission loss would not be a behaviour that is as easily predicted as the number

of messages fron the chosen three algorithms. By observing the data only, AMRIS has

the worst peformance because it shows more loss than ODMRP and AMRoute. The

mode of the transmission loss of the thlee algorithms is 8, but the median of AMRIS

transmission loss is 7 while the other two is 6. Because of the mesh created by ODMRP

and AMRoute (AMRoute create a rnesh filst before building the tree), the number of

transmission loss for both algorithms is the same.

By grouping the plots whenever possible, there are some patterns might be found that can

be used for predicting the perfot'mance of each algorithm. This kind of pattern helps the

study of the algorithm so that the unusualness of performance and in what situations that

unusualness occu¡s could be anticipated. It can also be used to understand the impoftance

of the affangement of the nodes in the network that builds the topology.

Since therc are some good patterns exist between the average number of alcs and

transmission loss, the proposed rnetrics might be suitable parâmeters to predict the

transmissìon loss of the rnulticast algo|ithm performance. Even though the prediction of

this transmission loss might not be as accurate as the prediction of the number of

messages, they still enable an obselvation of how the algorithms perfofln in changing

topologies.
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Sometimes the final result is quite bias when the simulations are executed for many

times. When the exchange of messages caused by each multicast algorithm in each of the

fifty topologies is observed, there are some of the least messages resulted fiom ODMRP

is caused by the occulrence of network partitions. The network partition is the reason

why a distinctive line can be drawn across some ODMRP plots and put them into a gloup

(Group 2) as shown in Figure 5.10. When the network is partitioned due the movemenr of

the nodes, ODMRP would have the source to be able to flood only the subset of the

network where the source is located. The more the network i, p-ruion"a, the more

ODMRP is biased toward the number of messages involved in the ¡elated topology. For

example, once the network is partitioned such that the source is only connected with only

one other node. The exchange of nessages dur'ìng the multicast session in this particular.

topology occuls only between those two nodes. The fest of the nodes are inactive because

the activities should only be initiated by the source-

On the other hand, even when the network is divided into many sub networks, AMRIS

and AMRoute would trigger each node to try to connect itself with any available

neighbouring nodes. AMRIS triggers the detached nodes to fìnd a way to r-ejoin rhe tr-ee

and does nothing when the tree cannot be reconfiguled. AMRoute triggers each node to

create a mesh with its surrounding nodes in order to cleate any possible tree from that

mesh. For this reason, if there ¿u'e multiple senders during the multicast session instead of

a single sender used in this specific simulation, AMRoute could show the best

perfolnance because each node keeps attempting to create any possible tree with its
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neighbours and each sendel can at leasr send its messages to any nodes thât are attached

to it.

AMRIS involves too rnany procedures in its attempt to maintain the tree (Recall that it

uses differen¡ kinds of messages: NEW-SESSION, JOIN-REQ, JOIN-ACK, JOIN-

NACK, JOIN-CONF, and beaconing). The biggest problem ìn AMRIS is its idea of using

the lnsln-id in ordel to create and reconfigure the tree. Most of the time. the detached

nodes are still connected to any nodes that are already on the tfee but the latter cannot

aÌlow the former to r-ejoin the tree because the msm-id of the former nodes are smaller

than the latter's. This causes AMRIS to simply have rnore transmission loss than the

other algorithms. AMRIS should let the detached nodes to modify its msm-id when it

cannot find any "feasìble" parent after all attempts (Branch Reconstruction 1 and 2). This

might help leduce the magnitude of the top curve of the unpredictable area of AMRIS

pelfonnance.

However, when the network has stlong connectivity and the change in the topology

radius is sr¡all, AMRIS could show the best performance because it does not use flooding

as its basic concept. This situation will lead to the movement of the nodes to be always

around the previous position and the Tree Maintenance procedure would only need any

detached node to send JOIN-REQ message and receive a JOIN-ACK as a permission of

rejoining the tree.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Directions

6.L Conclusions

The proposed metrics are inû'oduced as a new approach for comparing different routing

protocols by exploiting the characteristics of the network itself. The average number of

alcs per node represents the connectivity level of the nodes in the network and the larger

the number is, the stronger the connectivity becomes. This metric is shown to have strong

correlation with the other metrìc, which is the radius of the topology. As can be predicted,

when the nodes in the network have uniform transmission range, the larger the network

area is, the lower the connectivity is.

These rnetrics are needed to provide a new method for. assessing the perfomance of

multicast routing algorithms. Most of the work in multicast has focused on the

introduction of new algorithms. Therc is lack of work on developing methods to compare

these algorithms ploperly.

Since oul metrics change as the topology changes randomly, it can reptesent a real

wir-eless network where the nodes are usually mobile in landom dir.ections. Fufihermore,

there is no need in maintatning a good simulation area so that the metrics can provide
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illustrative values. This becomes the basis of our set of simulations and it can be used to

Íreasufe the quality and performance of any multicast routing algorithms.

of the three algorithms that are selected to be compared, AMRoute shows the most stable

performance cornpared ro AMRIS and oDMRP. when AMRoure is evaluated by itself, it

âppears to be the only algorithrn that shows very stl'ong correlation between the average

number of alcs and the number of messages and therefore it is predictable,

AMRIS and ODMRP show opposite perforn-rance by taking turn in generating large

amount of messages over the othel and over AMRoute. If evaluated separately, AMRIS

and ODMRP show some distinctive patterns while pe'fo'ming in low to mediunì

connectivity. The distinctiveness of each of the two algorithms is measuled in both the

number of messages and the transmìssion loss.

Even though the result prcsented here comes from only one set of simulations, there are

actually sevelal other sets of simulations executed and they result in simiÌar patterns for

each multicast routing âlgorithm. ,And so from the graphs that are the results of

simulations, the proposed meûics are not only useful in compar.ing the algorìthms but

also in stin'rulating the appealance of unusual pattens of the algorithms by evaluating the

algorithm separately. A distinctive performance of an algorithm can help in studying in

details the reason why it behaves the way it does. This study is very ìmportant for

diffe¡ent reasons such as to recognize the pledictability of an algodthm, to anticipate the
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performance of the algorithm ìn different situations, and most importantly, to improve the

algorlthm.

6.2 Future Directions

The major thing that should be focused on in the future is to include more metrics in our

method. The use of more rnetrics can be helpful in conducting more thorough assessment.

It might also stimulate the emergence of different patterns in the per.formiurce of

multicast algorithms that would lead to more detail analysis of the algorithm.

It would be very useful to consider rcal-life scenario such as var-ious frequency of

communications between the source and the destinations. This is because the source

possibly communicates more lrequently with a subset of its destìnations and this could

affect the whole performance of the algolithms.

Since this comparison study involves only three different multicast routing algor.ithms,

more simulatìons to measure the performance of other algorithms are encoulaged.

And finally, since there now exists a r¡ethod that can be used to measure and study the

nulticast routing algorithms with their own patterns, the future wofk is to use this tool to

improve the existing algorithms and to develop new ones.
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Table A
Simulation Variables Output

Notei

Vl, V3, V5 = Number of messages of AMRIS, ODMRP, AMRoute, respectively
Y2,Y4,Y6 =Ttansmission loss of AMRIS, ODMRP, AMRoute, respectively

loÞoloqv NUMofARCS topoRADIUS v1 V5 V6
'l 0 0

2 283.833839 59 0 95 0 91, 0

l_6 0 0 63 0

4 \_4 )24 _ 4464',7 9 46 63 0 59 0

5 1.6 284 _ 903309 49 69 0 63 0

6 2.8 296.544453 i5 53 2 49 2

3r3.1337'12 64 l 60

342 41ô186, 69 l 60

9 3 t80.411245 50 49 4 53

10 2 r2.011919 l9 l
388.48864 5l 6l 1 60

26 l?0 941819 I 2 ?

13 382 2 491 48 6l l 60

49 2

15 386.256873 59 53 1 48

9 0 9 45 9

418.821484 82 ,]
S5 1 48

2 421 .458586 66 0 9 38 9

2 3A7 -L4\AÉA '76 8 51 1 4

446.850381 4 8 19 5
j 492 .69AA82 54 9 0 9 t0 9

484.224656 40 3 I I
I 485 639483 8 I

49',1 .5434r1 39 8 3 I
l 52',t 36iF,29

548.21914 5l 8 3 I
l 5na 2an).'7

L 588.085938 25 IO 6

?7 3 8

0_8 589.8t103? 27 I 3 I
0.8 621.007818 24 9 0 9 t2 9

0.6 644.96644 t6 I :l I
599.541211 30 9 0 9 9

9 0 9 9

35 600 _ 666675 2E 1 10 l
r.2 613 _ 091869 21 6 I3 6 L9 6

l 1.2 638 _ 854399 23 6 1l 6

t8 605,0t7966 2A '7 10 1

l9 645 .0442'.1 4 2A 6 1',t 4

40 0.8 10 6 6

0.8 6',7 4 32504',7 6 9 6

42 18 14 6 l6 6

659 27110 L5

44 1.4 629 619 5 5 2l q 22

5 27 5

46 518 _6L2182 |l 6 18 6

41 559 .52682 6 18 5 16
48 t.2 544.192991 ?'1 ).r 2A

49 1.6 526.9489 25 4 28 2'.1 4
50 14 1 25 23 4



S,Lr,IRtIc is par¿ of lhe ÀMRÌS algoririTL
* tt ís a short version for. dispLãy purpose only
B IL is needed by ÀMRTRYOUT.m
* It needs GENEFÀTEIÐNEI,ù. n in order ro rur, proÞerty

* Àuliìor: À. RadyasLuri
È v6. S 26-Jan 04

end
end
hold on
d;
edj ac ency_Ììa c r. ix,
a = adj acency mai:rix;

I find all connecLed nodes

NOÐE_\TUMBER=sender
adjm=adj acency matrix;
connect * call coÐnect.n
pause ( 1)
* end of finding al¿ connecled nodes

g broadcast NEhr_SESSIOIÍ messaçre

PafenL= Il ;
ii (sender<=¡!)

nsm_sender=1;
end
msn i=msn sender;
nodes=sender;
nodespareni.=0;
A I ]Íìs ¡n_ i =msnì-i ;



Parenr=sender;

Àlichi td= Ii ;
NEll SESSio¡i=0;

adjacency nat.rix;

v/hile (length(ParenL)-=0) B when we stilh have a parenr
for pr=1: lengtlr (Parent )

Pareni;
jnow = ParenE (Þr);

pR=j now;
Parent;
exParenL;
lalrse(0,1)
ii (find (exParent==PR) )

Pareni;
pr;
warn=1;
Perent (pr) = ll ;
pause (1)
break

Chitdren= [] ;
connec tion ( íind (connec tion==PR) )=tl;
for k=1:n B linding r.he Chitdren

if (adj acency_m¿trix (jnow, k) ==0 )

Children(k)=0; U ic is not connecLed or: iirself
elsei f (adj acency_macrix ( jnor,,¡, k) ==1)

children (k) =k;
if (lengLh(connec.Lion) -=0)

f f 3= find(connection==k) j
if ( f f 3 )

Children(k)=k; g it is sLill avaÍ1ab1e
e lse

Children (k) =0;
end

else
Children(k)=0; B no node is availabLe

end
if (lenqLh (exPdrent ) -=0 )

exParenL;
ff= find(exparenr==k),
ìf (ff)

Ch:ildren(k)=0; g it is in the exPareni
end

e¡rl

ei se

end

bro-chiÌd (find (bro cbild==0)): ll;
Children;
for: bcc=1: 1ençrtb (bro_chi1d)

if ( find (children==bro child(bcc)))
last_ep (bcc ) =0,

lasL_ep (bcc) =bro_child (bcc) ;



lasL ep (find ( lasL ep=:0)):{l;

ìi (lensrh (Ìast ep) -=0)
ior bc=1: lensth ( las! ep)

ploE arrolr(x (PR),y(PR), x (last_ep (bc) ), ., .

y(lasE ep(bc) ),'headlrídlh', 0. 08, .,.
'hea.ìheight,0.i5, color', t1 0 01,...
'facecoìor', t1 1 0l);

NEld_SESS ION=NEhr_SESS TON+ I ;
end

bro_child= tl ;
last ep=ll,

ltr;
PR;
exPa¡enl (lenqEh(eÌParenr:) +1) =PRt
pause (0,1)
t rdhen the Parent has:1o children
if ( (lengLh(Children)=:0)&(pr=:tengEh(Parent.) ) )

parenr= [] ;
Ai lChitd;
if ( ( lensÈh (Àllchild) -=0 ) & ( lenqLh (connecLion) -=0 ) )

À11chi1d(find (À1Ìchi1d==pR) ) = ll ;
Àl lChildt
Parent =-41Ìchi 1d;

eÌse
parent= t I ;

end
elseif (lenqth(Children)-=0) g L{hen Lhere are children

\dhi le (lengLh (chi rdren) -=0 )

* distrÌbuting NËbl SESSTON nessage to each node of Lhe Children
if ( tenq'th (Chi ldren ) -=0 )

for ch = 1: lengLh{Children)
xline=tx(pR) x(Childr:en(ch) ) I ,;
yline= ty(PR) y(children(ch) )l ';

plor arrolr (x (PR) ,y(PR),x(Children(ch) ),..
ylChildren(ch) ), headr,ridth,0.08,...
'headheiqht,0.15,'color,..,
[1 0 0], lacecolor', 11 0 0l);

NEII_SESS ION=lJEl"i,SESS TON+ 1 ;
nodes ( lengrirh (nodes ) +1) =Chi ldren ( ch) ;
nodesparent ( lengLh (nodesparent ) +1) =PR;
hold on

end
end
i.f (pr==1)

AllChi ld=children;
else

for ec=1: length (Ä11Chi 1d)
Children ( f ind (Chitdren==AlÌChild (ac ) ) ) = t I ;

end
,AÌtChìtd;

AllChítd(iength(À1lChild)r.1:lengEh(AlIChild)+Ìength(Children))=Child
ren;

end

* eiiminating the Parent from Èhe Àl1child
if ( Ìenqth (À1]chi ld) -=0 )

Altchild(f ind(Allchild=:PR) ) = I I ;

end
ÀtlchiÌd;

* end of one set of Parent and determirinq Lhe new par.ent
if (pr==leng.lh (parent ) )

Þârônts À r 'r.r-\ ì r ri.
Àtlchild= tl ;

end

nodewith_id;



msm,id;

children= tl;
if (lenqrh(connecEion) ==C)

pr,
ii (pr== length { Par.enL ) )

Parent= [ ] i
end

nodel\,ith id;
msn_id;
i tsParena2 ;

hold o¡
Þause (0.1)



t AUROUTETRY is ÀI{ROUTE r'ûn wiLh necricsbreak3
t
g ¡-uthor:: À. RadyãsLuci
t v6.5 i6 ,Ju!1 04
g v7. û LasL-Modified: 25-Jun-04

g assign IP address

ip address= ll ;
ip1=1;
ap2=255 ì

ip-address=roìrÐd ( ip1 + ( ip2 ip1 ) *¡and ( 1, n) )

* find lrhe group

g create the gr.aph

liqrure

pÌot(x(i),y(i),'o, MarkerEdseco 1or ' , ' k ,...
MarkerEacecolor, c','Markeì:Size',15) ;

str=num2sLr (i) ;

LexL ( (x(í)-0. s) , y(i) , sLr) ;
Li = procedure;
xlabel ( 'x coordinaLe ) ;
yiabel ('y-coor.dinaLe' ) ;
ritÌe( I ÀxRoüLe in Topoloqy ' .nu¡2sLr(r:i)l) t
axis equal;
srid on
hold on

else
-d'-cency-mêtri x ' 

j. kr ó:
adj acency,matrix ( k, j ) =adj acency_maLrix ( j, k) ;

end

end
hold on
d;
adj acency_ÌnaLrix;
a = adj acency-naLrix;

plot(x(sen),y(sen), 'o', Ma¡kerEdgecoÌor k ,. -.
lldr\erFdceco.Io! , q MarkerrrTe .l5 ;

s !r=nun2s Lr ( sen) ;
texL ( (x(sen) 1),y(sen),str) t
hoÌd on



while ( lens Lh (all_node ) -=0 )

repea L=repeat + 1 ;
NODE ¡{UMBER=ell node ( 1) ;
adjm=adJacency naÈrix;
connecL * cail connect.rn
g¡oup=connecLion;
pause ( 1)
if (fjnd(qroup==sender) )

mrouteReceivers =l enq Lh (qroup ) 1

ìf (p¡ocedure==1)
nùr_receìvei ar=¡-rnrouLeReceivers

end

for abc=1: length (connection)
1i ( find {a1l,node==connection ( abc ) ) )

all node (find ( aÌl_noLìe==connection (abc ) ))=tl
end

end
all nodc;
iprinLf ('========= sEa¡t croup åo ::=========\n , reÐear) ;

* bloadcas L JOIN_REQ nìessage

exParenL= [] ;
Allchitd= ll ;
Ëaren!=connection ( 1 ) ;
ip_address

ip core=ip_address (ParenL) ;

nodes=Par.enL;
nodesparent=0;
while (lengÈh(Parent)-=0) t when we stilI have a Parent
for pr=1: tengLh (Parent )

?arent;
jnow = parenr (pr) ;
PR=j noh¡;
ip PR=ip address (PR);
:printf('*** l¡ew ParenL = Bg\n ,PR) , B uncoÍunenr while observinq
Parent;
exParen!;
pause (0 , 1)
if (lind(exParenr==PR) )

Parent;
pr,
wafn=1;
Parent(P¡)=tlj
par.ìse (1)
break

end
children= t I ;
connecLion(find(connecLion==PR) )= I I ;
for k=1:n g finding ihe Children

ii (adj acency-nat.r1x (j now, k) ==0 )

Children(k)=0; t it is no! connecÈed or itself
elseif (adjacency_natrix( jnow, k) ==1)

chitdren(k)=k;
eÌrd

end
children;
children(f ind(children==0) ) = t I t
Children; t elininare semicolon ¡.{hi le obser.ving

pr,
PR;
exPerent ( length ( exÊa::enL) +1 ) =PR;
pause(0,1)

* Core ResoluLion Procedure

if (length(exParenL) >1)
if (ip_PR>rp_core)

fpríntf( Node *g wins the cor.e resoluEion ,pR) ;



* \\¡hen the Pâreni has no Childr:en
if ( (lenqch (Chíldrcn)==0) & (pr==ÌenerÈh(Parenc)) )

parenr= t I ;
Al lChitd;
if ( ( lengLh (Àttchild) -=0 ) & ( length (connec tion)-=0 ) )

AÌlchítd( f ind(Allchild==PR) ) = t I ;
Àt lchild,
Þd,e -Al-.n.ld;
parenr= ll ;

end
elseif (lenqth(Children)-=0) g when Lhere are children

\dhile (]engLh ( Chítdren ) -=0 )
g distrìbuting lrorN REQ message to each node of the Chitdren

if (length(Chitdren) -=0)
ior cb = l.: lenqLh(Children)

plot_arroh,(x(PR),y(PR),x(children(ch) ), ...
y (Chi ldren ( ch) ), headliidth',0.08,...
' headheight ' , 0 .15, color ,,..
11 0 01,'facecolor',11 0 0l);

'lOlN REo=JoIN_REQ+1'
nodes ( lenqrth (nodes ) +1) =Children (ch) '
nodesparent ( l englh ( nodesparenc ) + 1 ) =PR;
hold on

end
JOIN REQ; g elininate sernicoton while observÍnq

end
exParentt
*fprintf ('eliminate exPar.enl from Children\n )

for ep=1: ls¡t¡¡ 1.xP....a,
children ( f ind (Children==exParenl (ep) ) )= I I ;

end
i, (pr==t )

Al lChild=Chi ldrent
else

gfprinrf( eÌiminare Chitdren & Attchitd\n );
ior ac=1: lenqth (À11child)

chiÌdren { f ind (children==Allchild (ac) ) ) = t I ;
end
Al Ìchiid;
Àl lChild ( lengch (Al lChíld) +1 : Iensrh (ÀllChiÌd ) +lenqrh ( C
àildre!l) )=Children;
Speuse (0 . 1)

end

ER;
3 eliminaiing the Parent tron the Àltchild
if ( jengEn(ÀilchíÌd) -=0)

À¿ lChild (lind (Àltchi Id==PR) )=tl;
end
Altchi 1d;
par.rse (0 .1)

* end oÍ one set of parenL and det.ermining the neli parent
if (pr==lengt.h (parent ) )

parent =Al iChi 1d;



tfprinrf('End of pr- Neñ set. of Parent = );
Êdisp (ParenL) ;
Sfprintf('\n ),
zpause (3 )

Àllchild= I I ;

Children= ll ;
if (lensch(conneccion) ==0)

pr;
ii (pr==têngch ( parent ) )

par:enr= I I ;

end

ip-Core

pause (1)

'fOIN REQ

nodesparent= [ ] t
Children= tl ;

end
children= I I ;
connecLion(find(connection==PR) ) =tl ;
for k=1:n È iínding Lhe chítdren

if (adjacency matrix( jnow, k) ==0)
Children(k)=0; * it is noL connecEed or icselÍ

elsei f (adjacency maLrix (jno\,.', k) ==1)
childÌ:en(k)=k,
if ( find ( exparenr==Chitdren (k) ) )

Coildren(k)=0;
end

end

chi.l.dren;
Ch-i-ci.L en rrndrChildrên--0' .

Children, I eliminate semicolon while obser:vínq



pr;
PR;
exParenc (lengLh (ex?arent ) +1) =FR,
*pause (0.1)

* when the Pare¡! has no Children
i: ( (lensrh (Childr:en)=:0) & (pr=:tenqth(Parent) ) )

Par:ent= t I ;
Àt lchì 1<l;
pause(0.2)
if ( Ìenqth (À11child) -=0 )

chítdren;
Àl lChi ld ( iind (À1lchild==PR) ) = Il ;
ÀÌ lchi td;
Parenl=Al lChildt
pause (0.1)

parenr= t I ;

eLseif (length(Children)-=0) g \",hen there are children
vrhile (tengrh (Chiidren) -=0 )

* distrlbutinq TREE_CREATE nessage co each node of t.he Children
if (lensrth(children) -=0)

tor ch = 1: lengrth(children)
plot_arrow (x (PR), y (PR), x (children (ch) ), y (children (ch) ), . . .

headwidth',0.08,'headheiqht,0.15,'color,,...
l0 1 01, lacecolor', I0 1 0l ) i

TREE CREÀTE=TREE_CREATE+ 1 ;
PR;
chi ldren;
lprinrf( TREE CRËATE fron rode gçr to node tg\n,,pR,
chiìdren (ch) ) ;
if ( find (nodes ==Chi ldren ( ch) ) )

pLol_an ow(x (Children (ch) ), y (Chìldren (ch) ), . . .

r(PR),y(PR),' headwidth', 0 _ 08,'headleigrhL,, . _ .

0.15, color',li 011, facecoÌor',t1 011);
TREE CREATE NAX=TREE_CREATE_NAK+ 1 ;
fprinlf('TREE CREÀTE NÀK from gq. Lo *g\n',Children(ch),pR) ,
fprinif( À nìesh link is c¡eated beLween node ggr ,,pR) ;
fprintf( and node Bg\n',Children(ch) );
NÀr\lìode ( length (NÂKnode ) +1) =PR;

efse
iprintf('A tl:ee link is creaLed between node 3g ',pR);
fprintf ( 'and node Bs\n',children(ch) );

end
fpríntf (,-"*""*** r*i"***a**\n ) -
nodes (length (nodes)+1) =Children(ch) -

nodesparent ( length (nodesparent. ) +1 ) =PR;
hoÌd on

end
TREE_CREATE; * eliminate senicofon while observing
spaLìse (0 _ 1)

end
exParent;
for ep=1: lenglh (exPare¡ L )

Children (find (chi ldren==exParenr (ep) ))= L I ;

pause(0.1)
if (Þr==1)

Àl lChi ld=Chi ldren;
else

for ac=1: lenSth (AÌÌChi ]d)
Children ( f ind (Children==AÌlcniÌd (ac) ) ) = I I t

end
Allchí1d;
Allchitd llengLh (À1lChi ld) +i : length (A11Chi 1d) +length (Children) ) =Chitd
ren;

PR;
g eliminaLinq the ParenÈ irom the Àll-Chitd
if ( lensLh (Àt]chi 1d) -=0 )



Allchild (¡ind (Alrchi ld==PR) )= ll;
end
è-l tchi ld;
*pause (0.1)

g end of one seL of Faren! and deLermining the nev¡ Parent
ri (pr==lenqrh ( ?arenr ) )

Par:ent=AllChi Ìd;
Àllchild- tl ,

end

pause (0.1)
Childr.en= [ ] ;

end
end

Non_core;
nodes;
nodesparent;
JO:IN REQ;
TREE CREÀTE;
TREE CREATE-I,IÀK;
fprint¡( *** The Nunber of Messages exchanqed ìn croup gg ***\n',repeat);
fpr:inLf('JoIN_REQ = *S, TREE-CREÀTE = gsr , JoIN-REQ, TREE CREATE);
fPTìNLf { TREE_CREATE-NAK = *g\N 

" 
TREE CREATE_NAK) ;

pause ( 1)
messaqes_ar;
MCSSAqCS_AI=ìNESSAqES_AT-JOIN-REQ+TREE CREÀTE+TREE CREATE NAK
TJR (lenqLh (TJR) +1) =JOIN REQ;
TTC ( Ìenqith (TTC ) +1) =lREE-CaEÀTA;
TTCN (LengLh (ITCN) +1) =TREE CREÀTE-NÀK;
JOIN REQ=0,
TREE CREATE=O;
TREE CREÀTE-NAK=O;
connectìon= t I ;

s¡oup= | I ;
pause(0.1)

âltMessages ar(length(allMessaqes_ar.) +1) =messages ar"
messages ar= [ li
repeaI a]l=1. :repea t;
rJR(1)=tl;
TJR;
rrc (1) = tl 

'TTC,
TTCN(1)=tl;

tabìeTo!a1: IreÞeat a]l; TJR; TTC; TTCNI ;
. n.);

disp('À Cable of Group, Nul¡ber of JOIN REQ, TREE_CREATE & TRÐE_CRIATE NAK');
fpiíntf ('----------- - -------\n ) ;
fpr.ìntf (' Bg *g 3g tg
\n , rableTo!a1) t
fprinLi(' - ----------, - \n');
ÄmrouieReceivers
allMessaqes-ar



ÀI1RTRYOUT s.arts rhe A}IRIS algorìÈhì
IL is a shorL version for display p,-trpose only
Il needs ÀtrlRFfG, !rì in order lo r:un properly

ÀuLhor: è-. Radyastuti
v6 .5 19 Jan 04

* n=inpuL( En.er r: );
* x=100* (¡and(n, 1) 0.5);
% y=100- (Ì.and(n, 1) -0.5);

tx, vl ;

fprinif ( '=== SLart algol:itlÌ]l: A¡trìIS ===\n, ) ;

anrfiq t call amrfig.m che nelr_session fiqnrre

cablenode = fnode!^,ilh id;msm_íd;itsParenE2l,
iprirtf(' - - \n );
disp( À Lable of node number, ils msm id, and iLs parenr );
fprintf( -------- - -------\n );
fprinLf ( ' *sr &g Bs \n , tabtenode) ;
lprinrl ( -- \n,);
NuÍberOf NElt_SESSION=NE!"J SESSION;
fprinrf( ?he tot.a1 number of NEIi-SESSfOI{ message : *q\n , NumberofNEbl_SEsSTON) ;
fprínlf( \n ),
pause (1)

node\^¡i].h id;
nodewith id2=reverse (nodenirh id) ;
nodev,,i t h-id3 =nodewi th id;
node!,¡írh-id3(1)=t];
nodewiLh_id3;

msn_id2=reverse (nsn id) ;
msrn_id3 =nsm_ìd 'msm id3(1)=tl;
msm id;
iLsParenc2 t
itsParent22=r.everse ( iEsParenÈ2 ) ;
i.sParent3=itsParenc2 ;

irsParenL3(1)=[]t
iLsParent3;

JO]N REQ=O;
JOiN ÀCK=0;

for i=1: lenSLh (nodewith id2)-1
xn(i)=x (nodewith id2 (i) );
xnp (i) =x(irsParena22 \ 1) ) ;

xnnp=lxn(i),xnp(i) lr
yn (i ) =y (nodewith,íd2 (i ) ) t
r.'np ( i) =y ( rtsParenL22 | í) ) )
ynnp=tyn(i),ynp(i)l;
ptoL arroù¡ (xn ( i ) , yn ( i ) , xnp ( i ) , \¡np ( i ) , headlridrh',0.08, headteiçrhr, , 0 .15, . . .

cotor , t0 i 01, 'laceco1or,, l0 1 0j);
JOIN REQ=JOIN_REQ+1;

JOIN REQ;
fprìntf('The tolal number of JOIN_RÐQ nessage = Sg\n , JOIN-REO) ;

pause (1)

for i=1: lensLh (nodewi th-id3 )

xn3 ( i) =x (nodevrith,id3 (i) ) ;
xnp3 (i) =x (itsParent3 (Í) ) ;
xnnp3= {xn3 (i ) , xnp3 (i) J;
yn3 (i)=y(noder{iLh_id: (i) ) ;
ynp3 (i) =y(itsParent3 (i) ) t
ynnp3= tyn3 (i), y-npt (i) I ;

pfoL-ar:ro\.r(xnp3(i),lmp3(i),xn3(i),1,'n3(i),'headwidrh.0.08,,ÌÌead¡eiqhr,O.15,
'colo¡, [0 0 0],'fececolor,, t0 0 0l) j



JOIN ÀCK=JOtN_ÀCK+i;

JOlN-ÀCK;
lprincf( The total nur,ber of JOIN' ACK nessage = Bgr\n, , JOIN,ACK) ,
if (procedure==1)

alLMessages=NE\d-SEsSloN+JOIN Rlo-JOIN_ÀCK ;

âllMess¿ges (lengLh(al1l,lessãges) +1 ) =NEhr_SESSION+JOIN REQ+JOIN-ÀCK;

fprintí( "*- The.otal nülber of a1i ressages = *s -**\n,attMessages)
fprirti( \n );
nunreceiver:lengLh (node!Ìit.h rd) -1 ;
fprinrf (' Source: *çr; nu,rÌbeÌ. o: receivers- ?g\n, sende¡, nu¡nreceíver),
fprinEl('\n');
fprinlf( === End of algo¡iLb$. Ar\fRrS -=-\n );
N¿!.J SESSION=0;
LÍOIN REQ=[);
JOIN-ACK=0;
pause (1)



ts ER1 is an addilion procedure for BROKENLINKS3

B Àutho¡: À. RadyasLuti
C v6. 5 19-Jrin-04

finalparent;
NTR=finalparen!
porentparenl= [ ] ;
connec!TO j oin):eqmaÐy-0 ;
for lp=1: length (nodesparen: )

if (nodes (lp)==NTR)
poÈentparenL(Ìp) =nodesparen¿(Ìp),

else
Po!en';Parenl (lP ) =0 ;

end
end
po!enEparen-L;
polenlparenr (lind(pocent.parenl:==0) ) = ll ;
potentparenL
pause (1)
if (Iengrh (poEenlparenE ) -=0 )

fprintsf{ Node gg has potential Þarenc ',NTR)
disp (potentparent ) ;
Íor po= 1: leng!h (potentparen! )

if (am (NTR, poCent-pareût. (po) ) ==0 )

iprinLf ( ' lt. is nots connecEed with node *q\n' ,polent.parent (Þo) )

iìnalÐarent. (po) =0;
elseif ( am (l¡TR, potentparenr (po ) )==1)

iprìnLf (' IL is connected L,/ich node gçr\n' ,potentparent (po) ) ;
iinalparenL (po) =pocentparenL (po) ;

f inalparenl t
finalparenr (find(finatparenL==0) ) = tl ;
f inalparen!
pause (1)
if ( leng¿h(f ína¿paren!) ==0)

fprintf(' It has no access Lo anocher node\n );
NTI
finaÌparent

8= ==: - - - =- - -= - -= -
* Parenc sends JOIN_ÄCK Lo a nek, Child

if (find(node Eree=: f inalparents ) )

joinack * cal l joinack.m
ll'hite ( lensth (node_rouLe ) -=0 )

_joinack * call joinack.m
end

elsei i ( sender == finalparent )
j oinack g call joinack.m
\dhi 1e (iength (node_route ) -=0 )

j oínack g cail joinack.m
end

elsei f ( length (did br)-=0)
if { find (did_br==finâtparenE ) )

if (find (node_tree==fiÍalparenL ) )

pause (1)



j oìnack I cali joìnack.m
e 1se

Þ1or arrow (x ( linalpar.enr:), y ( f inalparenr), x (NTR), y (NTR), . . .

'linewidrh,2,,heedvridth,0.08, headheíght,,0,15,.,.
color', l0 ó 01, facecolo!,, t0 0 0l);

JOI\l NÀCK=JO IN_NAC(+ 1 t
:p).intf( -> Node åg repÌies t¡iEh a JOIN_tiÀcK', finalÞerenL)
iprinif( back to node *g\n ,NTR) t
did.-br ( lenqrh tdid Þr ) +1) =NTR;
node_rree
:rode_Lreejarenc
pause (1)

end

elseif (iìnd(node-l:o recover.==finalparen!) )

3 caÌÌ ER1
g. -... . .

br1 ? cal i br1.m

elseif ( lengrh (:inâl.perent ) >=2 )

connec rTO j oinreqmany=1 ;
pause 11)
sna_ e c - crll sn'-l_eTici.m

end



* BR2
*
I Author: A. Radyastuci
* v6.5 21-JLrn 04

lpr , n r ' BF. Eranch Reconslru-ri on 2 -== :r' I :
did_br ( lengrth (did b¡ ) +1) =NTR;
ack br2=I) ì

am = adj acency-maLrix;
br2 node = find(an(NTR, : ) ==1)
NTR id=¡r,srÌr_id-or: iqin ( f ind (nodewi ¿h_iC_origin==NTR ) )

if { lenqth (br2_node ) -=0 )

for brn=1: ienSE.h (br.2 Ðode)
b¡oadcast = br2 node (brn);
pioE arrov"' (x (NTR), y (NTR), x ( Þ¡oadcasc ), y (broadcasL), . . .

1inewidth,3,'headwidLh,0.08,'headheighr,,0.15,,..
cotor', l0 1 11, facecolor,, t0 1 1j );

fprintf('-> Node *g sends a JOIN-REe !o node gg\n,,NTR,broadcast);
JOIN_REQ=JOIN REQ+1'
pause ( 1)

for brn2 =1: length (br2_node)
broadcasE2 = br2_node (brn2) ;
broadcas t2_id=msm_id_or i g:n (find (nodewiLh id_origín==broadcas t2 ) ) ;
if (b!oadcasL2:=sender)

plot_arrou, (x (broadcast2 ), y {broadcas12 ), x (NTR), y (NTR), _ . .

linei^,idEh',2, headl{idth',0.08,'heâdheiglrr,,0,15,. _.
color , [1 01],'facecolor,[1 0 1]);

JOIN ÀCK=ITOIN ÀCK+1;
íf (length (ack-br2 ) ==0 )

ack_br2=1;
else

end 
ack_br2(Ìenqth(ack br2)+1)=ack_br2(lenqLh(ack br.2))+1;

ack_br2_node (length (ack_br.2-node ) + 1) =broadcast2 '
elsei I (find(node lree==broadcast2 ) )

NTR;
NTR.id;
broadcast2;
broâdcasL2 id,
fprintf('msm id node gçr is *g; \n ,NTR,NTR id) ,
fprinLf( msm ìd node Bg is gg\n ' , br:oadcas t.2 , broadcas t2 id) ,
pause (1)
if (NTR íd>broadcas t2_id)

piot_arrow(x(broadcas12),y(broadcasr2),x(NTR) , y (NrR) , .. _

Liner\'idth', 2, headr,ridLh,, 0. 08,, headteighr,, 0. 15, . . .

color', t1 0 11, 'facecolor , 11 011);
JOIN ÀCR=JOIN_ACK+1t
i! (lensth (ack brz)==0)

ack_br2=1t
ei se

ack br2 (lengch(ack br2)+1)=âck br2 (lenq,th(ack br2) )+1,
end
ack br2 node ( length (ack_br2,¡.ode ) + 1) =broadcas L2 .

efse
node "Lree;
node lreejareni t
fprintf('Node *g cannoL be a parent because iL ,,broâdcast2);
iprinLf( has a larqer ¡¡sm ìd ),
fprintf( than node gg => JorN_NACK\n,,NTR);
pause (]. )

ploE arr:ow (x (broadcasr2 ), y (broadcasr2 ), x (NTR), y (NTR), ., .

'tinewidth,2,'headwidth,0.08, headheighr,0.15,...
'color', [0 0 0l , ,facecolor', l0 0 0] );

JOIN_¡::ÀCK=JOfN NACK+1 ;
fprinLf(, -> Node Cg replíes wirh a JOrN,NÀCK ,broadcasL2);
fprinrf { 'back Lo node gs\n' , NTR) ;
node tree
node tree_parent

end

node,tree,
node Èiee_paren!,



ploL arror^¡(x (broadcas12 ), y (broadcasL2 ), x (NTR), y (NTR), . . .

linewidEh,2, headwidth',0,08, headheight.',0.15,...
color', [0 0 0],'facecoÌor ,l0 0 0l);

,lO lli_ ì'IÀCK=JOIN Nè-CK+1;
fprinti( > Node åg replìes 'r'ríEh a JOÍN_Nè-CK ',broadcas!2);
fprinti ( back !o node tg\n' ,NTR) ;
node_lrree
node LÌ.eejareni
pause (t j

end

ei se
fprinEf{'There is no node aror¡nd node ggi\n,NTR);

end
acÌ br2
NTR;
pause (1)
if (lenqLh (ack br2 )-=0 )

ìf (length (ack br2 ) =-1)
broadcasc2=ack br2_node

elseìf (tength (ack br2 )>=2 )

nodewirh .d o-:Sin
msm_id_origin
for abr2=1; iensrth (eck_br2_node )

FF=fínd (¡Ìoder.¡ith id_oriqìn==ack br2 node(abr2) ) ;

id .o-2 àbr2 -msn_ o_o,;q- F¡ ;
end
ack br2-node
id_abr2
fprin.f ( =====\n );
lid-abr2 , lNDl =sort ( id_abr2 )

ack br2 node ( [IND] ) ;

ack_br2_node=ack-br2 node ( lfNDl )

broadcast2=ack br2 node ( 1)
id_abr2= ll ;
ploL arrow(x(NTR),y(NTlì),x(broadcasL2),y(broadcast2),...

linewidth,2,'headwidth',0.08, headheight,0.15,...
color', l0 1 0l ,,facecolor ,10 1 0l );

,lOIlr_ CONF=.jOIN_CONF+1
pause (2 )

end
node_Lree ( tength {node tree)+1)=NTR
node-":reejarent ( lengLh (node-irree I)arenr ) +1) =broadcast.2
pause(i)
if (lenqth(broken node) -=0 )

if (fínd(broken node==NTR) )

broken node
NTF.
broken child
Þause ( 1)
while (fìnd(brokeÐ node==NTR) )

iHIiäTjiíi53å;l:::";ii:l;,","",,
node-rreejarenL ( lenqth (node,!reejarenL ) +1 : tbn ) =NTR
node_tree ( length (node_tree ) +i : lbn) =broken_child (bn )

pause {1)
fo¡ lbbn=1 : tenSLh (bn)

fn=broken child (bn ( lbbn) ) t
Ð]ot arrow (x (NTR) , y (NTR) ,x(ln),y(ln), .,.

iinel.ridrh' ,3, ,headwidrh ,0.08,.. _

headheight ' , 0 .15, co]or ,...
Í1 0ll,'facecoÌor,11 0 il)j

end
broken_chi1d(bn)= Il
broken-node ( f ind (broken-node==NrR) ) = t l
pause (1)
if (lensrth(broken node ) == 1)

if (find(node tsree==broken_node) )

NTR=b¡oken_node ;
eI1d

end
end

end





t BROKENLTNKS3 is L¡ying to ¡ecover lhe Eree
Z it rhe ¿ree beco¡nes disconnecled
*
* Aurhor: À. RadyastrÌtì
g v6 .5 LãsL-Hodilied: 1B-Jun-04

an=adj ecency_Íìa trix
Sid=sender
nodewi rh_id
node.-broken=node\"rith id;
node_broken(1)=tl;

msm_id
nsm broken=¡nsn-id;
nsn_rrroken(1)=ljj

itsParent2
i ts Par,broken= i Ls Par.en:2 ;
iLsPar_broken(1)=tl;
iLsPar br.oken;
check-sígn=0;
node okay= Il ;
node lo_recover= [] ,
node lefc= il t
broken parent= [] ;
node tree= ll ;
node_tree_parent= f I ;
node_roure= [] ;
node_r.oute_par.enL= t I ;
msm id ¿ree= [] ;

coÌrnectTO j oiÐreq:fi any=0 ;
broken node= [] ;
broken chitd= [] ;
did-br= I I ;
JOIN REQ=O;
JOIIi ÀCl{=0,
JOIN ¡ÌACK=0;
JOÍN CONF=0 t

connec LTO j oinreqmany=0 ;
br1br2=0;
skip-step=0;

fprínt;{'The number of BEÀCOI¡ nessages: Bg\n ,beacon)
pause (1)

I = = = = == == = == -, -.; --g checi{ if Parent and Children are sEill connecied

for j u=1: Ìençtth (node_broken)
ior jun=1:n

if (am (node_broken( jLr), jun) ==0)
j une ( jun) =0;

else
june(jun)=jun;

end
june;
if (find ( june=-i Espar_broken (j u) ))

y(beac2),'headv.,idch', 0, 08
facecolor', i0 0 1l);



fprintf ('child gg ís srill connecLed',node_broken(ju));
fprintf ( 'À,it-h larenL *g\n' , ìtsPar.-broken(ju) ) ;
ipb=itsPar broken (ju) ;
nb=node broken (iìr) ;
plo! arrow(x(ipb) ,y(ipb),x(nb) ,y(ûb) , headr'ridEh ' , 0 . 0 8 , ...

headleighr ,0.15,'co1o¡',41 C 1), 'facecolor.',11 0 1l);
hold on
TreeLink=TreeLink+ 1 ;
íf ( lenqth (nocle okay)==0)

if {ipb==sender)
node l:ree (length (node Eree)+i)=nbt
node t.¡eejare[E (lenglh(node treejarenL) +1) =ipb;

else
broken_node (lenglh (broken-node ) +1) =ipb;
broken_chi ld ( lengLh (broken-chìlrl) +1) =nb;

end
elsei f ( tensth (node_okay) >=1)

il (fìrd (node,Eree==ipb) )

node LreerlenqLh(node 'reê) I nb:
node lree parenl(length(node Lree par:ent)+1)=ipb;

elsei f (ipb==sender)
node tree (IenqrEh (node Lree).1)=nb;
node tree parenL { lengtÌr (node treeJarent) +1) =ipb;

eÌse
broken_node ( ÌenqLh (broken_¡lode ) +i ) =ipb;
broken child (lenqth (broken-chiÌd) +i) =nb;

end

node,okay ( leÌ1gth (node okay) +1 ) =nbt

node_!o-¡ecove¡ ;
fprintf('Broken links berween node gg ,node broken(ju));
fprínLf ( ' and node *g\n',ilsPar broken(ju));
check s íqrn=check_s iqn+ 1 ; g the sign ¿hat. there is failure
node_to_recover ( length ( node-tso-recover: ) +1) =node broken (ju) ;
broken_par.enL ( ÌengLh (brokenjarenc ) +1) =itsPar broken(ju);

end
end
pause (0.1)
if ( find (node_Lree-parenL=:sender ) )

fprintf( Sid ís a part of Lhe tree\n');

fprinLf('Síd is noL coÌìnecLed vriLh any of ìts children\n');
newtopo:1;
ì:ransioss2=nulnreceiver ;
pause (1)

end
fprinrf( tsased on the prevìoùs Èree: \n );
ii (check-sisn>0)

fprinLf('There are gq tìnk failures\n',check sisn) ;
elseif (check-sìqn==0 )

fprintf('The Eree needs NO reconl iqura E ion \n );

¡ode tree j)araenL
node_i:o,recover * Nodes L{ith broken links

broken chiid
pause (1)

node-okay ( length ( node okay) +1 ) =nodewi Èh id ( 1 )
nodewiih id origin
for jk=t: lengrh (nodewith_id orisin)

ii (find(nodewith id==nodewiLh_id_origín(jk) ) )

node-1eft;
el se

node left(lengih(node lelE)+1)=node¡,\'ith,id origin(jk) ;

end
rode_1eft
pause (0. 1)

3 Nodes thaL need link reconfiquralion
z==========-=-======



for jkl=i; lenslh (node_left)
node co recover;
node,leir (jkÌ) t
if (f ind (node_co_r.ecover:=node-lef I ( j kl ) ))

node le¡r (jkl)=0;
else

node leil (jkl)=node lefE (jkÌ) ;

end
node-.ieit,
node-ief t ( f ind (node-]ef r==0) ) = [ ],
if ( tengLh (node lefl)-=0)

tcl=Ìength(node l:o r:ecover)+length(node teit) ;
node !o recover ( length ( node_to_recover ) + 1 : !c i ) =node_le f L
broken-parenc (length (br:oken _Irarenc ) +1 : t.cI ) =0

* BR1 (Branch ReconstrucLion 1)

node-to_recover
broken_parenl

nodesperênt;
pause (0 , 1)
for ntc=1: lengLh (node t.o recover)

node ¿o recover
broken_par.ent
NTR=node t.o recover (ntc )

fprínt.f( *** New besinnins. NTR = *S\n',NTR);
if (skíp srep==1)

skíP-steP=0;
end
par.¡se (0.2 )

ÊP=brokenjarenc {nLc )

if ( lengch (node tree)-=0)
if (f ind (node_Lree:=N IR) )

fprinLf('Node 3g has been recove¡ed\n ,NTR) ;

Pause (1)
if (nLc==lengLh (node to_recover) )

break
else

skiP-steP=1;
pause (0 , 1)

end
end

end
if (skip-step==0 )

PoÈenEParent= ll ,
for npr=1: Ìength (lìodesparenE )

il (nodes (npr) ==NrR)
potenEparenL (npr) =nodesparent (npr) ;

el se
Po LentparenÈ (npr ) =0;

end

potenEparent;
potenLparent (find(poLenLparenL==0) )= [ ] ;
potentparenc(find(potentparenL==BP) ) =[ ] ;
poEentparenht
ii ( lensLh (polentparenE)-=0)

fol PtP=1: length (PocentsParent )

ii ( f ind ( broken_chi ld= =po Lentparent (pEp) ) )

fpríntf(,potentparenr in br.oken child\n ) ;
potenLparent (ptp)=0;

end
end

poÈentparenE (fi¡d(poLenLparent==0) ) =tl ;
il ( lenqLh (poLenirparent ) -=0 )

fprìntf('Node Bqr has anoLher potentiaÌ parents ',NTR)
o i sp po, enrp. rer . , ,

fot po=1: lengLh (potenEparent)
if (am(NTR,potentpaient. {po) ) ==0)

fprinEl{ It is not: connected wilh node



gg\n ,pot.entrparen! (po) ) i
finãtparenE (po ) =0;

elseii (am{NTR,polencparenr(po) ) ==1)
iprintf( l¿ is connected wich node

fo n ,po ^r LpârÊ!_r pol \'
linaiparenL (po ) =potentpa¡enL (po ) ;

end

eise
plo c_a.rr.ord (x ( finalparenC ) ,y(finalparent:),

x (NTR ) , y (NTR) , ,linewidLh,,2,,..
' head\'iid-Lh', 0. 08,' headlreiqht', 0. 15, . .,
cotor , l0 0 01, facecotor , l0 0 0l);

JOI¡ì' NÀCK=JOIN IJACK+1 ;
fprintf( -> Node 3g replies wiEh a JoTN-NÀCK', finalparenr)
fprintf ( 'back to node Cg\n' , NTR) i
oid br (ienqrLh (did-br. ) +1) =NTR;
node t:ree
node_treejarenl:
pause (0 .1)

end
end

B cali BRi

node-route ( lengLh (node_route ) +1) =NTR
node_rou!e,parenE ( lenqLh (node-route_Þar.ent ) r 1) =finalparent
fprintf ( ' 3R1 in brokentínks3.m\n,);
pause {0. t)
br1 I call br1.m

elseif ( lenqth ( fínalparents ) >=2 )

connecL I Ojoì rreqnðnr/- ì i
fprinrf ('We need smalleríd in brokenlrnks3.m\n,) ;
pause (0.1)
sÍìalterid I calÌ smallerid.n

end
elsei f ( lenqth (po ienlparent ) ==0 )

fprintf ( 'NO poLentparen! AT ALL. br:2 ìn brokenliks3.m\n,) ,



pause (0 . 1)
br2 a call brz.m

end
elseif (skip--s;ep-=1)

ÐaLise(0.1)

end
flode Lreejarent
node Lree
for rìsid=1: lensth (node Lree)

msn_id-rree ( ms id ) =msm_id_or iSin ( i ind ( node\ri !h id oriqrin==node_tree (msid) ) )

end

pa,rse (1)

if (ìenglh (node t.ree) -=0)r_,_e'lgL',' ooe Lteer.nrnrece.i\q¡l
Lransf oss2 =n\rnreceiver- Ìength ( node_tree ) ;
fprinrf( ÀfLer ¡econtisruracion atteÌnpL, Sid can');
fprin!f ('¡'ìult.icast dara co nodes\n ) ;
disp (node-Lree ) t
fprinlf ('==> There is gq transníssion loss' , Lr:ansloss2) ;
fprintf('\n')t

elsei f (lengtb (node tree ) ==nuìrìreceíver. )

transloss2=0;
fprinLi( ==> There is no Lransmission Ìoss\n );

end
pause ( 1)

if (newropo==1)
fprintf('No connectj.on for Sid -> transloss2 = 8Sr\n',transÌoss2);

cransLoss ( ienqth { rr.ansLoss ) +1) =trans loss2 ;
JOIN REQ;
JOIN,ACK;
JO]N' NÀCK;
JOIN CONF,
TreeLink;
fprintf ( 'Nuftber of each ¡¡essage: \n' ) ;
fPTiNIf( JOIN_REQ=Bg; JOIN-ACK=zg; JOIN NACK=*çI.,JOIN_REQ,JOIN-ÀCR,JO]N NÀCK);
fprintl( JOIN_CONF=zg; Treelink=8g; beacon= gq \ n ' , JOIN_CONF, Treelink, beacon) ;
al lMes s ages 2 =,rOIN-REQ+JO IN ACK+JOIN NACK+TreeLínk+beacont
attMessaqes { length (allMessases ) +1) =afl¡.ressages2 ;
fprinLf('Tola1 mrnber of messages = tS\n\n',ai1l4essages2) t
pause (1)

'JOIN REQ=0;'JOIN ACK= 0 ; JOIN_NACK=0 ; Treel,ink=0 r beacon= 0 ;

noder.,'iih id=[];
nodewil-h-id=node iree ;

nodewÌth--id (2: length (nodewi ch id)+:L)=nodewith_id'
nodewirh_id{1)=sìd,
node\,{ith_id;
msm_id= I I ;
msÍ,-i d=msm_id-Lree ;
rsro_.d.:l-nqr' nsr' o -:msm -cjj
nsn id (t ) =.1;

irsPar.en¿2= [] ;
itsParenE2=node !ree_par:enl ;

icsParen!2 ( 2 : lenqrh ( itsParenL2 ) +1 ) =itsParenc2,
i ÈsParenE2 ( 1) =0;
iLsPerent2;
t.ablenode = [node!\,j. t.h_: d; msm_id; itsParen!2 ] ;
fprinrf(' --------\n );
disp('A ta¡Jle of node nlrl¡ber, iEs nsm id, and its parenÈ');

- \n');
fprinrf { Zg *g Bq \n , lablenode) ;
IPrlntr { - -\n');
node br:oken= ll i
nsm broken=tl;
itsPar_broken= ll ;
paLrse (1)



CONNECT delermines co:lnecLion
CONNECT includes all nodes that are connecced

rnilh l:he source (includinq the source iEself)

Àulhor: ê.. RadyastuLi
v6.5 l,ast Modì fi êri: 2l-,rÙn-04

ri (NODE_NUMBER>n)
ioopinq=0;

el se
NN:NODE l[ÙMBER
a!oz=¡JNt

connecLlon (NNl -NN;
whiÌe ( leng¿h (aLoz ) -=0 )

NN=acoz(i),
for cn=1:n

if (find(adjm(NN,cn)==1) )

if (iind(connecrion==cn) j

atoz i
el se

atoz ( lensLh {a¿oz ) +1) =cn
conneceion (cn) =cn;

end
end

end
acoz(L)=ll;

end
end

connecLion (fiûd (connec Lion==0 ) ) = I I ;



I GENEFÀTEIDNEIi ge:ìerates ollrl msm íd
B Ir is a sho::! versior] 1-o rrin
* wirh ¡.¡1Rl-1C. m and ÀI'IRTRYOUT.m
È

* ÀùLhor: A. RadyastDli
Z v6.5 2'l -Jan-44

jf (PR==serlder)
nsrn sender- 1.;

node\,r1 th-id= PR;
mslì]-id=msÌn_sender;
i !sParenc2=0 t

elser f ( PR-=sende): )

delta=ioun.i ( :L0"rand ( i ) ) ;
!¡hile (delta<=11

delta=¡ound ( 10;rand ( 1 ) ) ;
end
for np=1: length (nodesparent )

rf (nodes (nP ) ==PR)
porparent (np) =nodespar.ent (np) ;

else
polparent (np ) =0;

end
poEparen!;

PoLent ial ParenL =po tparent ;
PoLenLiaÌPàrent ( f ind (PoLencìalParenr==0 ) ) = t I t

Po LenLialParent;
ìf (IenqEh(PotenLialParent) -=1)

usemsn id=msm id(nodewith_id==PotentiaÌParen!),
i EsParenc=PoLentialParent ;

elseif ( lenqlh ( Po tenLi al Parent ) >1)
Sipr:intf( ==There are nìore Lhan 1 potentiâl parenl==\n )

I ist_node=rodevì th_íd,
t isr id=nsm id;
lensth (1isE nodel t
i l: s Parenl:=Potent i al Parent;
for ls =1: lensth (list-.node )

il ( línd(itsParenr==list_node (1s) ) )

i isc-node ( ls ) =t ist Ðode(ts)i
list_id(ls) =Ìíst_id (ls ) ;

lis !-node ( ls ) =o;
I ist id{ls)=0;

end
end
I rst node;
lisL node(f ind(lisL node=:0) ) =tl ;
lis ! node;
lis i id;
lrsr__id( f ind(list-id==0) ) = t I ;
lisl id;
LSemsn id-n.in,lísc ldr,
i !sParenL=list node ( iist_id==min ( líst_id) ) ;
if (lens¿h(iEsParenL) >1)

i LsParenL=i tsParent (1) ;
useÌ¡s¡ì id=lis¿ id{1) t

rodewith id (le¡srlh (nodenilh id)+1).PR;
de 1!a;
nsm id ( ÌensLh {nsm_id) 11)=usemsm-idrdelLa;
i tsPar.eni;
ìLsParenE2 (lenglh (i !sParen.l2 ) -1) =itsPareni;
pause (0 . 1)

end
PoEparenl: t I ;
lotsentiaìParent= [ ] t
lisr-_node= ll ;
lisi id= [] ;
iLsParenL= I I ;



g JOINAC¡{ is a progran to plot the JOIN ACI{
* messaqes in Lhe grâph
3

Ê AüLhor: A. lìadyastuLi
* v6.5 L¿sL-Modifíed: 19 -J,.rn-04

iprintf ( 'JOINÀCK sterLs\n' )

bingung=0;
if ( lenqrh (node-r.oüt.e ) -=0 )

while (lenslh (node rouEe)-=0 )

e pârerL:
no.ie_route_parent=reverse ( Íode_ro,.jte pdrenE )

node route;
node route=¡everse (node_roule )

tìnaÌparent=node rou.e parent ( 1) ;
NTR=node rouce ( 1) ;
pause ( 1)
ploL_arrovr (x ( f inalpârent ), y ( iinalparents), x (NTR), y (NTR), . .,

'llnewidth',3, headh'idLh , 0 . 0I , headheiqhc',0.15,...
'color', t1 0 il,'facecolor', [1 0 1] )t

JOIN-.ACK=JO1N-ÀCK+1 ;
fprìntf( -> Node ?g replies with a JOIN_ACK

, iinalpa¡ent ) t
fprinrl( back io node gs\n',Ì.JTR);
node Lree ( lensLh (node_Lree ) +1) =NTR
node tsree parent ( Ì enqrth ( node._treejarent ) + 1 ) = f inalparent.
if (len,qth (node_roure ) "=0 )

node rouce-Pareni (1) =tL
node_roure ( 1) = ll ;
pause (1)

end
node-rouLejarent
node_route
pause (3 )

if (lenglh{broken node ) -:0 )

if (find(broken node==NTR) )

while (tind (broken node::NTR) )

bn=f ind (broken node==NTR)
1bn=lengr-h (node Eree) +lenqth(bn) ;
node-Lr.eejarenC(length(node rreejarenL) +1:tbn) =NTR
node,tree (l ength (node_Eree)+1: lbn) =broken child(bn)
broken-chiid(bn)=ll
b'ok-1 looe' f-nd brorer._node--Nl'F/ , il
pause ( 1)
if (lengLh (broket node) ==1)

1f (find(node tree==broken_node ) )

N-R-br oken-node;
end

elsei f (lengLh (irroken node>=2))
NTR:broken_node ( 1)
pause (5)

end

- 
end

end
fínalparent= [ ] t
NTR= ¡ ;
if (length (node_rouee ) ==0 )

bìnçrung=1;
pause(0.5)
break

end
end

end
if lbinqunq==0 )

ploL_arrow (x ( f ínalparenL), y ( f inalparent), x (N"R), y (NTR), . . .

linewidLh' . 3, headididLh,, 0. 08,,he¿dheight,, 0. 15, . . .

coÌor , L1 0 11, facecolor , i1 0 1l );
JOIN-ÀCK=JOIN ÀCK+1;
fprintf(' > Node Bq replies wii:h a JOIN ÄCK ,finaÌparent);
fprin¡f ( back t.o nocie gg\n' , NTR) ;
node_Lree { lenqth (node-Lree ) +1) =NTR;
node Ereejaren! (lenqth (node,tree-pârenL ) +1) =finalparenL,
if (lengih (broken_nod€r) -=0 )

ii (find(brohen node==NTR) )



r"hile (iind(broken_node==NTR) )

bn=f ind (broken node-=NTR)
lbn=ienqrh (node -rr.ee) +lenqth (bn),
node_LreejarenL ( lengith (node,L¡eejãrenL) .i : lbn) =¡¡TR
node-.ree(lens.h{node_tree) +1 :lbn) =broken child(bn)
broken_ch1ld(bn)= tl
broken_ilode (iind {broken node==NTR) )=rl
pause (1)
if ( lenqth (broken-node) ==1 )

if (find (node tsree==broken_node ) )

NTR=bì:oken node;
end

elsei f (lenqth(broken node>=2) )

NTR=broken node ( 1)
pause (2 )

fìnalparenl= [] ;
NTR= U ;
if (1e¡91-h (node_route) '=0 )

node route-parent (1) =ll
node-rouLe (1)= [] ;

binsunq=0;
finalparent= [ ] ;



3 JoINREQI,{ÀIiY is co support smallerid
z
t Àuthor: ¡-. Radyasturi
* v6 .5 19-Jun-04

fprinti {' JoINREQI{ANY siarts\n' ) ;
finalparent2
pause ( 1)
for j¡q=i : ienqth (linalparent2 )

finatparent=finalparent2 (j rq) ;
plot_arrow (x (NTR) , y (NTR) ,x(finaÌparenE),y(finâlpareni) ,.. -

línelridLh',5, headwidth ,0.08,'headleiqht ,0.15, . ..
color , i1 1 01, facecolor , iI 1 11) t

fprintf{' > l¡ode gq sends a JOTN_REQ !o ûode 8g\n',NTR,finalparent);
pãuse (1)
!IOIN_REQ=,lO lIr__REQ+ 1 '
pause(0.1)
thisparc=0;
íf (connec¡Tojoinreq¡any==1 )

node-route (1engtsh (node_¡o,..rte ) +1) =l¡TR
node-r.ou¡e-parenL ( tengLh (node roìrÈel)arenr ) +:L ) =f inalparent
pause ( 1)
connectlo j oinreqlìany=0 ;

p lot_arrow ( x ( f ínatparenl ) ,y(finalparenE),x(NTR) , y (NTR) , , -.
linewidLh,, 2,, headr¡7idth', 0. 08,' headheìqhr, 0 _ 15, . . .

'co1or , [0 0 0],'facecolor', t0 0 0l);
JOI¡¡ NÀCK=JOIN NACK+1;
fprinrf( > Node gg r:eplies \"¡i rh a !TOIN_NÀCK',
finalparent ) ;
fpr:intf ( ' back ¿o node Bg\n ' , NTR) ;
díd_lrr ( tengEh (dld br)+1) =NTR;
pause ( 1)
node ro,.rte= [] ;
node-roulejarent= [i ;
node,Lr.ee
node treejârenr
pause (1)



METRlCSBREÀ,t(3
Each nerwork ropology is Ìneasured Éo find:

the nuÌ¡ber of arcs per node
the radius of lhe neivrork
:l.l needs ¡,rU¡{,!.RC. n and NETRÀDTUS.lll in otder

ro run propeÌ:ly

AlÌlhor: A. Râdyast.uÈi
v6 .5 Last-¡4odified: 0? .ran 04
v?.0 I,ast-Modified: 2 9-Jun-04

& initialìzation

procedure = 1;

à -c'ìLr'nber []; è ¡ir-ó1:rê "r'me,:radlop=llr * iIlilialize radius meLric

allMessages o= Il;
allMessages ar= ll ;

whiÌe (pr.ocedure<=prcd) t repeating topologtl
tigrÌre
for i = 1:n

plol(x(i),y(i), or,'MarkerEdgecolor,'k,...
,MarkerFacecolor,,'r,,'Markersize,,15),

srr = nur¡2str(i)t
t.ext ( (x (i ) 1),y(i),str);
xlabel ( 'x coordlnate ) ,
ylabel('y-coordinate ) ;
Lì = procedur:e;
tiLte( ['Random Pointss in Topoloqy ,,nùm2str(ti)]);
*legend('Mobile Nodes ) ;

axis equaf t
hold on

g¡id on
hold on

adj acency_matrix (j , k) =0 j
adj acency_maErix {k, j )=adj acency_maLrix { j , k) ;

end



pause (2)

8,=--==-.====
* run ODMRP

*:===::=====:
fprinlf('+++ Preparins lor: oD¡LRP-.,\n );
pause 10.5)
odnrptry B cati od¡ìrptry-Íì
fprintl( illtit End ol oD¡1ÈP +*+\n');
pause (3)
if (procedure==1)

nurì receiver o=Len_qth ( recelver,o )

transLoss_o:0
pause (2 )

end
if (newtopo==1)

EransI,oss_o ( lenqLh (EransLoss o) +1) =0
nlìm_rece iver_o= leng th (rece iver_o )

pause (2)
end
receiver-o: t I ;

B===:========
* run ÀMRoute
z============
Ipr-nlI''4¡r Prepdr.ng ro, ÀlYPouEe... n":
pause(0.5)
amrouteiry * cal l amroùteLry.m
fprintf ( ' +++ End of Àl'1,Roìrre #++\n' ) ;
if (piocedure==1)

transLoss ar=0
pause (2 )

end
if (nevrt.opo==1)

nu¡'ì receiver_ar=length (ÀmrouteReceiveLs )

traûsLoss_ar. (fengLh (transLoss_ar) +1) =0



pause ( 2 )

mrouLeReceivers= tl ;

elseif (proced¡rre>=2) g Lopoloqy changes
hold on
if (nervlopo==i )

nevtoPo=0 t

for i = 1:n
plot(x(i),y(i), or','MarkerEdgecolor,'k,...

'UarkerFacecoior', :-,,'ma¡kersize,,15) ;
srr = nur¡2str(i)i
Lext ( (x (i ) 1),y(j.),str:) ;
xlabel{ x- coo-rdinatse ' ) t
yìabe] ( 'y coordinaLe ' ) ;
!i = procedrjre;
ritle(['Randon Points in Topo]ogy,num2sÈr(ti)l)
Slesend ( Moþile Nodes );
axrs equal;
hold on

end
end
hold on

brokenlìnksl t call brokenlinks.¡r

B===========-
* run ODMRP

fprinLf ( ' +lf+ Preparinq for oÐl4RP. . . \n' )
pause(0-s)
odrnrpliy 3 cal I odmrpLry.m
fprintl( +++ End of oDMRP +++\n');
num-receiver o
if (lenqLh(receiver o)<nlrl1ì receiver o)



if (,\nrou ceReceivers <nu¡_receiver_ar )

iransLoss dr(Ìength(LransLoss ar) +1) =nL-un-receiver:,ar
ÀnrouLeReceivers

else
IransLoss_ar (lengLh ( transLoss_ar ) -1) =0

end
pause ( 2 )

ÀmrouteReceivers= I I ;

if (procedure-=prcd) * Ìimit of ì¿era!ion
fprinÈf ( CREÀTING TOPOLOGY ?g\n',procedure+1),
fprintf( -- the ¡odes nove randomfy from their pr:evious location --\n );

nev,¡color:0;
del tax = move_max* (rand (n, 1 ) C-5);
del L f,y 'rànd 'n, .

area_max_ha I f =area_nax / 2 ;
for. delx=1: n

xn:x (.ìetx) +deÌrax (delx) ;

'"""'*,'"'",1åï,1".:'J*!"Tå:;'*J¡;ililr:i"'"',
xn-x (dçl x ) de]Lêx{delx) ;

ênd
end
for dely=l:n

yn=y(dety) +detray{dely) ;*""''o"i"'*äJï,*1'"'.'_t"l-å;!",ïï1ì-'.:,','"'
yn=y (de1y) +delLay (dely) t

end
end
x=x+dellaxt
y=y+detray;
s tart=s Lar L+1;
nelrcofor=0;

fprincf('\n );
fprinlf ( End of iLeration\n\n');

end
procedure=procedure+1 ;

v
eno 5rh--e



* NETIìÀDIUS ìs a procedLÌre of det.ermining .he radius
ã of å borrndilrg citcle around el1 poìnts

? Aul,hor: À. Radyas Euti
* v6 .5 Sep 03

g íind the snallesÈ y coordinaLe

rJ a poinL P wiEh Èhe s¡nallesl y-coordinaLe

if (qx<pi )

imnode= tp1,i,p2l ;
elsei f (qx>p1)

imnode= [p1+1/ p2 ] ,
end
veciq=imnode P;
vec2q=alq-P'
angtel (qq) = àcos ( ( (veclq) *vec2q' ) / (norrÌì (vec1q) *nor¡n(vec2q) ) )

degreel (qq) = anSlel (ss) *180/p1ì
end

end
deqrreel;
degree2 = min(delrree1) ;
mdd = lind(desreel==deSree2) ;
q1 - old (mdd, 1) ;
q2 = old(ndd,2)j
Q = tq1,q2l; * a poinr Q such LhaL the angle of Ehe line

I segmen! P0 r,¡ith che x axis is minímal
xd(ndd) = Il;
yd(mdd) = Il;
Otd = [xd, yd] ;
degreeP=inf;
degrreeQ=in¡ t
degleeR=inf;
å pr.ocedure befo\"i contínues unlil lie find triangle PQR wrth acuce angles
t only
lrhile (degreeF>90) ] (degreeQ>90) (deqreeR>90)

p : lp1, p2l ;

Q = tq1, q2l ;
T = tp;01;
old= lxd, ydl ;
for rp=f:1¡-2¡ t check che remaining poìnt.s

Old; 3 coordinaLe of Ìenaining poinrs
xd (rp) =otd (rp, 1) -

yd(rp)=otd(rp,2 ) ;
nodelasr= [xd(rp) ,yd(rp) ] ;
f=[p1 q1 xd(rp) Þ11;
g=lp2 ø-2 yd\rþ) þ2);
vecl : P nodelasa;
vec2 . Q-nodelas t;
norm(vec1);
norm (vec2 ) j
anqle (rp) = acos ( ( (vec1) "vec2 )/(norm(vec1)*norm(vec2)))t
deqree (rp) =angÌe (rp) *180/pl ;

end
degreeR = !¡ìn(degree); B find a mìni¡Ìum angle (in degree)
rd .i ¡d /degfêê_.o-q I f.ÊF ) ;

if (deqreeR<=90)
¡1=old(md,1);
12=old (md,2 ) t
R _ Irr1, 12) j



RPQl=R-P;
RPQ2=Q-P;
nor¡î(RPQ1) ;

nor¡n (RPQ2 ) ;
a¡sleP = acos( ((RPQ1)'RPQ2' ) /(norm(RPQ1)"norn(RP02) ) ),
deqree?=anqleP" 180,i pi ;
PQR1 = P Q;
P0R2 = R 0t
norÌn (PQR1) ;
no¡m (PQR2 ) ;
anqleQ = acos ( ( (PQR1) *PQR2' ) / (norn (PQRI) *norm(PQR2 ) ) ) ;

.iegreeQ:angteQ* 18 0 /pi '
i¡ (deqreeP>90)

xd(md)=l];
yd(md)=tl;
xd (n-2 ) =p1;
yd (n-2 ) =p2;
p1 = r1j t repiace P by R
p2 = r2j
p = lp1, p2I ;
r = lp;el ;
otd= [xd, yd] ,

elsei f (degreeQ>90)
xd(md)=tl;
yd(md) =ll;
xd(E-2) =q1;
Ydlrt-2) =q2 ì
cr1 = 11; * replace Q by R
q2 = t2ì
Q : tql/ q2l ;
1.= [pre] ;
otd= lxd, ydl t

end
etse g a ci:rc1e is deLernined by maxinum distance pQ

x centre = I/2* (qI+.II) 
'

cenLre = lx_cencre, y*cenlrel ;
r: = 1/2*sqrt ((p1-ql) ^2+ (p2-q2)^2),

hold on
plo! (x centre,y centre, '*k') ;
axis eqrìal;
grid;
hold on
t stop conüìeni at Lhis point while running i{iLh motri csltrreak3 . m

Ê in order noE !o display Eoo many iiglÌres
* sEa¡E conù¡ent from this point \rhile running v'íLh merricsbreek3.m
plot(X,Y, -.m'); * draw a bounding circle
axis equaÌ;
grid;
fprinLf( - ----- \û')
fprinLf ( oUTPUT\n'),

fprintf('Maximuì dislance is beL\,¡een the fol]or\'ing nodes:\n,)t



lprintf ('P(t. 4¡, ?.4f ) ano O(t. 4t, g.4f ) \n,pl,p2,sl,q2) ;
:priìrtf{ *** Radius oi .hís ne:work copoiogy is *-4f *-*\n ,r) ;
fprintf( --- - - -- - \n )

g stop conünen: aa Lhis poinL whiìe r.unning wi¿h me t-r icsbreak3 . nì

break E exiL Lhe loop

t in order noE lo display loo ¡nany ligures
I sLart coffnenlr fron this point \,¡hile r:unning wiLh metricsbreak3.m
lisure
f1= lp1 q1 11 p1l;
q1= tp2 q2 12 p2j,
plot(f1,91, or', MarkerEdqeco lor ' , k,...

'MarkerFacecolor','r','Markersize,l2) ;
axis equal;
grídi
hold on
I sÈop coìrìnent at this poínt !,rhíÌe running wilh netricsbreak3.m

cenLr.e = lx_centre,y_centrej ;
NoP = 100;
THETA = linspace (0, 2'pi, NoP ) ;

RHo = anes (1,l¡oP)*r;
IX, Yl = pot2cart(THETÀ,RHO) t
X = X + centre(l)t
Y = Y + cetLr:e(2);

I in or:der not Lo dispÌay Loo many detaìls and tables
3 sLarL conment from this point whiÌe running wiLh melricsbreak3-m
plol(x,y, or , ' MarkerEdgecolor ,'k',. -.

MarkerFacecofor, r,'Markersize',12) ;
axis equal;
griclt
hold on
plot (x_cenLre, y_centre, '*k') ;
hold on
ptot(X,Y, .n')r g draw a bounding circle
axis eqral;
grìd;
fprinif( -------- ---------- \n );
fprinEf( oUTPUa\n');
fprintf( -------- -- - \n') t
fprinLf('P(È.4i,*.¿f) anC che degree a! P = g.3i\n ,p1,p2,degreeP) i
fprinrf('Q(*.4f,t.¿f) and the desr:ee a! 0 = B.3f\n , q1 , q2 , degrreeQ ) t
fÞrintf('R(*.4f,9.4f) and the deqr:ee at R = g.:f\n 11,12,degreeR),
A slop com,nent al Lhis poìnÈ while runnirg wiLh me cr. icsbreak3 , nì

fprinti('*** Radiùs of lhis :]e!!ùork topology is *,4f ***\n ,r);
Ípr:intf(' --\n\n ),



b NL|V-APC ,r o- dere:-nrning -he
Z awerage numtror oi arcs Ðer node

+ .curhor: À. Radyascuti
I v6.5 Sep 03

for j = 1:n
a = find(d(j, i)>0 & d(j,:)<=rrans .arse) ;
b(i) = nunel(a)i

node = 11: nl ;

table = lnode; bl ;
fprinEf (' \n' ) ;
disp( A labie of node numbers and rlrr.lrber of lines');
fprintf (' tg gq \n', rable) ;
rpr-nt': n )j

na = max (b) ;
nulnnode0 = 0t
nurnnode = tl;
¡or m = ni: ¡ìa

if (mi ==0 )

mnO = find(b==0),
numnodeo = nunel (nmO ) ;
Ìni = Íìi+1;

efse
r-Llf -:-no,l).r'll;
numnode (m) = nrxlìel (mm) ;

end
end
ii (numnodeO>0 )

nulrl ine = l0:mal;
ntx rode(2: (end+1)) : numnode'
numnode (1, 1) = mrmnodeo;

else
numline = [1:llla];

end
teble2 = fnuÍÌine; nù]nnodel;

g in order noL to display Ehe following Lab1e
B start coÌruÌìent from t.his point whiÌe r.unning with meLr:icsbreak3.m
fpríncf ( - -----\û,);
disp('À table of nunber of lines and nunber of nodes');
fprintrf(' ------------ \n );
fprintf ( ' *q Bq \n' , r.ab1e2 ) ;
fprintÍ ( ' ----- -- \n' ) ;g stop comrnent at Lhis point lrhíle running with neLricsbreak3.m

ê\gl'ne 1-f:.-n- nLnnoo- n,
fprinlf(' > The averaqe nuÌnber of lines per node: *.4f\n\n,avsrl-ine)

nìÌìl ìne = ll;



g ODMR?try
z
È AüLhor: A. Radyasidli
? v6. 5 March 2004
I v7.0 Last l,Iodi:ied: 25-Jun-04

g start coÍÌnent from this point whiÌe runnrng wi¿h nìetricsbreak3 . m

n = inÞuE('Enrer a nunber of nodes in the nei:work; )t
x = 100"{rand(n,1) -0.5); A ge¡eraEe x-coordinaLe of random points
y = 100" (¡and(n, 1) 0.5) ; t senerete y-coordinere oÍ random poinLs
ix,yl , * uncornment Lo see the rando¡n coo¡dinares
* stop comment at this point white runninq ,"ríLh metricsbreak3.m

* iniLialazaLion

ailMessases_od= i I ;
recelver o-ll;

end
grid on
hold on
lor j=1 n

v=x(j);
hr=y (i ) ;
for k=(j+1):n

d (j, k) -sqrl ((x(k) -v)'2+ (y (k) w)^2);
d(k,j)=d(j,k) ;
if (d( j, k)<=trans-¡anqe)

tine( tv x(k)t, tw y(k) l)
adj acency_matrix (j , k) =1;
adj acency,natríx (k, j ) =a¿¡ "."".o-*ai.rix 

(j , k )

adjacency maLr:ix( j, k) =0;
adjacency naù¡ix (k, j ) =adj acency ñarrix(j,k)

end
end

end
hold on
dj
adjacency matrix;
a = adjacency macrix;
g sender=input ( ' Ente¡ source node r ) ;

plot(x(sen),y(sen),'o', MarkerEdsecolor, k,...
' ¡larkerFaceco I or ' , 'q ,'Markersize ,15);

str=nu]l]2str ( sen) t
Lext((x(sen) 1),y(sen), st.r) ;
hold on

ts lind all connecied nodes

NODE \tiMBER=sender



adjn=adj acency inatrix;
conrÌecE ? call connect.n
paLlse ( 1 )

connec t i on_oriçrina I =connec.i on;
* end of linding all connected nodes

B irroadcast JOIN-DÀTA message

ParenL= I I ;

if ( sender<=n)

end
msn,i =msn,sender;
nodes=sender;

Ä1lmsm_i =nsÍì_i ;
Parenc=sender;
fprínr-f { \n );

Allchild= tli
JOIN_DATA=0;

lrhile (lensth(ParenL)-=0) * when !.¡e s!i11 have a ParenL
fo¡ pr=1 | lensLh (Parent )

Parent t
jnow = parenr (pr);
PR=j nor"/;
gfprintf( **" Neü¡ ParenE = BS\n ,PR); 3 unconmenL lrhi1e observing
Pa!ent,
exParenc;
pause(0.1)
if {find(exParent==PR) )

Paient;
Prt
ltarn=1;
Pareni(Pr)=tlt
paüs e ( 1)
break

end
Child¡en= ll t
connection ( f ind(connecLion==PR) ) = I I ;
lor k=lrn 3 findinq che chitdren

if (adjacency ¡natrix(jnow, k) ==0)
Children(k)=0; t ir: is no! connected or ìrself

elsei f (adjacency_matríx(jnon, k) ==1)
chi ldren (k) =k;

end
end
Chi ldrent
children(f ind{children==0) ) - I I ;
Childrenr g eliminate se¡nicoton whiÌe obse¡ving

pr;
PR;
exParent ( lensLh ( exParent ) +1) =PR;
Efprinlf (' \n' ) t
pause (0.1)
I idhen Lhe ParenL hâs no Child¡en
if ( (length (Children)==0 )& (pr:=lengLh (ParenL ) ) )

parenL= ¡;
Epause (2 )

AllChiÌd;
if ( (lengrh{Atlchild)-=0)& (Ìenqlh(connection) -=0) )

Àllchild(f ind(À1tchild==PR) ) = t l,
AÌÌChiTd;
Parent=A11Chi1d;

else
?arent= [] i

end
elseif (lengih(Children)-=0) g $¡hen t.here are childlen

while (lenqth (Children)-=0 )

% disrrjbutirg JOIN DATÀ message to each node of the Children



rf ( lengith (Cl1r Ìdren) -=0 )

for ch = 1: lengch(Children)
xline=lx{PR) x(Chiidren(ch) ) I' ;

yìine=iy(PR) ylchildren(ch) )l ;
ploL arrow(x{PR), y(PR),:{(Chi ldren(ch) ), . . -

y(ChíldreÉ(ch) ).'headwidth', 0.08, ...
'headheígrhc,0.15, color,il 0 01,'facecofor', t1 0 0l)

JO I¡r'_DÀTA=JOIN_DATÀi i ,
nodes {lenq:th(nodes) +1) =children(ch) ;
nodespareflt ( lensth (nodesparent ) +1) =PR;
hotd on

hoid on
JOIN_DATÀ; g elirìinare semicoton while observing

end

Bfprincf ( eliminale exPãrent fron, Children\n, )

for ep=1 : length(exParenr)
chiÌdren (lind (chi ldren= =exParen [ (ep) ) ) = t ] ;

i f (pr=:1)
Àl iChi td=Chitdren;

tÍprintf('elininaEe children & AlÌChítd\n );
for ac=1: lensth (À1ÌChild)

children ( f ind (children==Àllchítd (ac) ) ) = t I .

At lchíld;
AllChild ( lenglh (Àll child) +1 : leng-Lh (ÀÌlChíld) +lengLh (Chitdren)
) =Childreni

PR;
3 eliminating i:he Parent from the Atlchild
if (tength (Àl lChild) -=0)

Allchild( f ind(Allchild=:PR) ) = | I ;

Àltchi ldt

I end of one seE of Parent and determinino the ûelr Parent
if (pr==length (ParenE) )

Parenr=Àt lChild;
Atlchild= ll t

end

Chíldren= ll ;
if (lenglh (connec¿ion) ==0 )

pr;
il (pr==lenqth(ParenL) )

parenL= [] i
end

end



pause(0.1)
while ( find (nodesparenc-=co ) )

c f=find (nodesparenL==co ) ;
chrld=nodes (cl) ;
pause (0.1)
jf (tenqth(child)-=0)

for cho=1 : .Ienqrth ( chi 1d)
it ( lengih (child-mesÌ:) -:0 )

if (find (chi 1d_mesh=.child ( cho ) ))
child(cho)=0;

end
end

chlld;
chi ld (;ind (chi ld==0 ) )= Il;

chiÌd;
for chod=1: lengLh ( chitd)

con_mesh (find ( con_nesh==chird { chod) ))=I;
end
add_chí1d=lensth ( child) +lengrh (child,mesh) ;
chi ld_¡nesh ( lel]qLh { chi ld,lìlesh) +1 : add-chítd) =chitd;
ortu (lenqth ( ortu ) +1 : add_chi ld) =co;
co=nodesparenL ( (cf (lensEh(cf) ) )+1) ,
con_rnesh;
if ( lenqLh (con_nesh) ==0 )

break
end

g broadcas¿ JOIN REPLY

if (lensth (child mesh)-=0)
.rOIN-REPLY=0;
chi 1d_re=chitd_mesh;
orlir re-ortut
c-re=chifd re ( lenglh (chiÌd re) ),
edj acency_na Lrìx;
pause (0. i)
!'hi.Le ( length ( chi I d_re ) -=0 )

if (c re-=sen)
plot(x(c-re),y(c re) , o', Ma¡ker!Ìdqecolor ,'k , .

'Marke¡Facecolor', y','Markersì2e,,15) ;
str=nur¡2sLr (c,re ) ;
Lex-.¡/x/- re l ,y,.
hoÌd on

eis e
fprintf ( 'ÀL.eady ar.rive aL the Sour:ce\n' ) ;
paus e ( 1)
break

end
for k=1: n

if { adj acency_maLrix (c,re, k)::0 )

neighbo (k) =0 ¡

Nrll¡berO i JOIN_DÀTÀ= JOIN,DATA ;
fprint.f('îhe tsoEal nu¡ùer of JOfN DATA ¡nessaqre = Bg\n ,NunberOfJOlN DÀTÀ) ;
fprinif ( \n ) t

pause (1)



elseìf ( adj acency-maErix (c ¡e. k)==1)
neighbo (k) =k;

end

neishbo,
neighbo { f ind (neiçrhbo==0 ) ) = t I ;
neiqhbo;
prev.-hop=ortü (find {child mesh==c re)) t
if (lenqlh (neighbo ) ==0 )

fprintf('Nodê *g has no neishbo\n ,c_re);

if (lenqrth (neiçrhbo ) -=0 )

for chr=1; lensth (nei-.lhbo)
xline=tx(c re) x(neiqhbo(chr) )l ;
yline= ty(c re) y(neiqbbo (chr) ) I ;
if (neighbo (chr),=prev hop)

pÌo¿ àrrolr (x (c re), y (c_re), x (neishbo (chr) ), y (neiqhbo tchr) ), . . .

headwidlh',0,08, headleÍqhL ' , 0 . 15, ' color, , t0 1 01, ...
facecolôr,, t0 1 0l);

etsei f (neighbo (chr) -=prev hop)
pÌot arrow (x {c_re), y (c,re), x (neiqhbo (chr) ), y (neighbo (chr) ), . . .

linewidth', 3,, lleadwidrh,, 0. 08, headheiqht,, 0. 15, ., .

color', [1 1 0], facecotor', t1 1 0l);
end
JOIN REPLY=JOIN-RËPLY+ 1 ;
hold on

end
hoid on
JO]N-REPLY;
receiver_o ( length (receiver o)+1)=c_re;
pause (0. 1)

end

e-r c-Keep=L ¡e;
c-re=orlu_re (f ind(child_re==c-re keep) ) ;
f ind_o=f ind (orru Ì.e==c_re) ;
chì f.i_re;
il (lenqrth ( find o)>1)

c_re=child_re ( f ind o) t
c re(find(c_re==c-re-keep) ) =l I ;

end
ort-u re (f ind(chj.ld_re==c_re_kéep) ) = [ ] ;
child_re (find(chi1d_re==c-re-keep) ) =í I ;
il ( (lengch(find o) ==1) & (c_re-=0) )

c re=child re (lenqth(chi1d re))
end
if ( lensLh (c re)>1)

c Íe2=c-!e;
c_re= t I ;
for: cr.e=1: lengch (c ::e2 )

c-¡e=c re2 (cre)
break

end
end
gfprintf (' =======:=:======\n' ) ;
pause (0.1)
if (c re==0 )

break

end
JO IIT- REPLY;

elsei i (lensth (chiÌ.ì-nesh ) ==0 )

JOIt..r- REPLY=O;
end
NunbeTOiJOIN REPLY=.IOIN_REPLY
ellMessages od=NumberofJOlN_DÀTÀ-NumberOfJOIN-REPLY-
allMessages o(lenglh(aÌlMessagres-o) +l) =allMessages od

-'ablenode5= Il ;



? PLOT,À!ROhì

Àulilo::: Ohad ca1



end

(Source: http://!rw\r.ma!hworks.colì1/natlabcenrral/fileexchange/loadFile.do?oblecLId=i345)



3 REVERSE

funccion b=reverse (a)
B qives Lhe vecior in reverse order
p=ìength (a) ;
ior c=i:p;

b (c)=a (p-c+1) j



I SIr.ÀLLERID ís to find a snaffer id
z
t ¡-ulhor: À. RadyaslrÌti
t v6.5 19-Jun-C4

nodewiirh-id or:Lgin;
msn-íd-orisin;
iinalparen!2 =iinalpar.en! ;
finalparent= | I ;
for ip2=1: lengEh (finalpar:enr2 )

FF=find (nodewith ìd or igin= = f inalp ai.enL2 l íp2) )

idjarenr(fp2)=nsm 1d orlgin (FF);
end
finalparenL2;
ìdjdrent;
lidj)erent, JNDI =sort (idJarenL)
finalpdrenL2 (llr'¡Dl ) ,

finalparent2= fínelparenr2 ( IINDI )

idjarent= [] ;
pause (0.5)
ioinreq¡any t call i oinreqîrany. Ír


